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EDITORIAL
purpose and who is funding it's creation.
Welcome to Truthseekers Review. Thank
you for your support. Our goals as always are
clear - to expose the secrets we all need to know
about, and to invite your imagination to explore
new concepts and little known important facts.
We hav~ had a busy couple of months here at
the magazme. I have been looking into more
secret bases. Many of us attended the very
sucessful Cardiff Paranormal Conference and
wish the or~anisers Tom & Kerry Blower all the
best luck with future events.
Myself and fellow Truthseeker Chris Fowler
:vere lucky ~noug~ to be able to meet to very
Important figures m UFOlogy - Peter Robins,
the man who stands beside Budd Hopkins (Alien
Abduction Researcher), and Mr larry Warren
:vh? is a principal witness to the Rendlesham
mcident. Both were over in the UK recently and
gave lectures at both the BUFORA Sheffield
UFO Conference, and Nottingham UFO Group
Group meeting. We include a report on some of
the startling facts they bring forth into the story
which is included in this edition.
Those friendly and inoffesnive people we
kn<;>w as the Masons are exposed in an article
which n<?t only shows their corruption, but also
the tacucs used by Masons in their gaining
control of our society.
We also have the second part in our
investigation of the crop circle ph.enomena. In
this we speak to known circle makers and also
the crop cir~le r~se.rachers- just. what is going on.
Robert Irvmg IS m the spothght this month.
Although Rooert has not given away any details
of circles I get the feeling that there are a few
hints in there.
I am also glad to be able to present an article
from our founder Mr Paul Damon who is now
doing research into paranormal events taking
place in Columbia. All the latest news and
haJ?penings will be relayed to this magazine first so 1f you are interested in UFO's in Mexico or
Abducions from Puerto Rico watch here for
more from Paul in future editions.
We also have a look at the new secret MOD
facility being built outside Bristol. What is it's

We ~re also pleased to be able to offer you an
~xlcus.Ive .look at the UFO reporting and
mvesugauons centre of Rudloe Manor. In
addition to this function the facility has a sinister
secret, an underground town which is to be used
for YIP's and key personnel to be sheltered
i~side du;ing time of war or emergency. We
hired an rurcraft and flew over the site in order to
be able to bring you these shots.
No public persons have seen these photo's
before and we are taking great risks in oringing
them to you. We justify ourselves in this action
of taking the photo's because sites such as this are
a.n emba;rassment when .we consider that people
hke VIP s and Royals will be sheltered in such a
facility whilst the rest of us have no shelter or
aid.
Margaret Fry has been kind enough to let us
use some of her research information on an
incident reported at Hafren Forest in Powys. We
have done some of our own research and h.oRe to
bring you this next month, also photo's of the
unusual structures present.

Next Month
More from Rudloe Manor including a more
comprehensive map of the site and best ways to
see the tunnels.
More from out South America researcher
Paul Damon.
Exclusive interview with Dr Sue Blackmore
one of Britains only Doctors of Parapsychology.'
We are always looking for news items and
- we can publicise your group or
obJectives ...
ar~icl.es

Also please try to convince your friends to
subscribe - we need all the support we can get.
Thanks.

Matthew Williams
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NEWSDESK UPDATE
FEDSFORCED TO ACTON GROOM
LAKE

A federal judge is forcing the
government to either declassify an
Environmental Protection Agency
inspection of the U.S. Air Force's
operating location near Groom Lake or
seek a presidential exemption that would
keep tlie information secret.
The ruling, filed in federal court
Friday by U.S. District Judge Philip Pro,
stems from a lawsuit filed by workers
against the EPA for noncompliance with
environmental standards at the Lincoln
County base, 35 miles west of Alamo.
onathan Turley, the attorney
han ling the case, sa1d Pro's decision
would have national significance in rart
because government agencies wil no
longer be able to arbitrarily decide what
is and is not classified material.
"We believe this establishes a
precedent that goes beyond this case ...
national security (claims) do not trump
domestic laws," Turley said. "The
government can no longer have nameless,
faceless bases.
The judge zave the EPA until Oct. 2
to decide whether it would declassify the
information or seek the exemption.
"On Oct. 2, citizens will learn they
have a new federal facility," Turley said
of the base, which he claims is known
widely within government circles as Area
51, an allegation the military denies. "The
president will now have to personally
exempt this facility by name or order the
military to operate it under the same
rules as other tbases)."
The lawsuit claimed that for years,
environmental crimes such as open pit
burning of chemicals were taking place
without any type of monitoring by the
EPA. The March inspection, Pro said,
was conducted "no doubt because of this
litigation."
Turler. said he is not bothered by
the possibtlity the government might
simply go to President Clinton and get its
exempuon.
"'f the yresident wishes to deprive
the public o environmental information
or allow the military to circumvent the
law, he will have to do so publicly and
face the political consequences," he said.
"He will have to do so in dozens of
cases."

J

U.S.NEWS & WORLD REPORT,
AUGUST 14, 1995 TAPS FOR THE
CODE BREAKERS

The cryptographer who riled the
federal government over his popular
encryption software, PGP ("Pretty Good

Privacy"), claims he is only a few weeks
away from launching yet another
dazzling piece of software: PGPfone.
Phthp Zimmermann's latest product
permits virtually untappable telephone
conversations through personal
computers. But the launch of the
software, which uses military-grade
encryption to scramble transmissions, is
likely to sharpen the debate among those
who worry about such technology falling
into crimmal or enemy hands and those
who consider it essential for secure
communications, especially on the
Internet.
In a test of the new software last
week, a U.S. NEWS writer, using a
microphone-equipped laptop in
Washington, found the encrypted
conversation with Zimmermann in
Boulder, Colo., to be remarkably clear.
Zimmermann, who ran afoul of the
government over charges--strongly
denied--that he illegally "exported" the
PGP software on the Internet, says he
plans to give away his new software for
free. Why? "I can't simply stop doing
what I do because I'm afraia of angering
the government," he says. "Americans
have a right to private conversations."

COLLEGES SET FOR X-FILE
STUDENTS

From The Birmingham Metronews
newspaper. Dated: Thursday, September
7th, 1995
City colleges are going UFO mad
this term, with their X-Files style courses
on close encounters.
Centres in Hodge Hill and
Ladywood are both offering the
fascinating night-school classes, with
subjects mcluding captured aliens,
crashed spacecraft and things that go
bum~ in the night:
We try and keep things semiscientific, and we look at all aspects- it's
not all one-sided " said John Barklam,
course tutor at The Mirfield Centre in
Hod~e Hill.
We start with the nuts and bolts of
the UFO scene, then look at channelling,
the Roswell Incident, government
conspiracies, and we get all sorts coming
along - dyed in the wool fanatics, as well
as people who think it's all rubbish- it's
not all anorak types."
For more details of the courses, call
0121 454 5334 (Ladywood) or 0121 783
5898 (Hodge Hill).

This just in. An official American
airforce memo on an internal search for
Roswell documents.
Memorandum Number: No. 213-M
September 27, 1995 MEMORANDUM
FOR CORRESPONDENTS
In September 1994 the Air Force
announced the completion of an Air
Force study to locate records that would
explain an alleged 1947 UFO incident.
Tlie Air Force research did not locate or
develop any: information that the
"Roswell InCident" was a UFO event nor
was there any indication of a "cover-up"
by the Air Force.
Information obtained through
exhaustive records searches and
interviews indicated the material
recovered near Roswell was consistent
with a balloon device of the type used in
a then-classified project. No records
indicated, or even hinted at, the recovery
of "alien" bodies or extraterrestrial
materials.
At the time of the report all
documentation related to this case was
declassified and a summary of the report
without the attachments was made
available to the public. There was also
limited availability to the full report.
The full report, with attachments, is now
available through the Superintendent of
Documents.
The item number is 008-070-00697-9
and the price is $52. The Su.Perintendent
of Documents order processmg number is
(202) 512-1800. [Code for USA is 001
infront of this- ED]
Maria Ward, from Kent, Danford.
claims she has some detailed footage of
what literally appears to be a spacecraft,
rather like the one on Close Encounters.
She has taken lots of photographs in the
past, and also filmed them. There is no
explanation for them, and they are very
convincing. When I visited her sometime
in the summer, she showed me her
photos and videos of the objects.
Her husband said that he wanted to
get a good, detailed shot of the UFOs. I
said they were good enough, and would
pay anything for them to let me film
them. However, their latest film shows
an object which looks like a ty_pical
spaceship -with rotating lights, domeshaped and metallic, and with yellow
windows through which - apparently - a
figure can be seen! I will be visiting her
sometime in the year, or next year, and
when I have viewed the footage, I will tell
you all my opinion, and such detailed
footage is rare ....
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The father of modern electricity
had more inventions to his
name than were publically
known . Some of his findings
were deemed too dangerous to
society, not for reasons of
safety, but for economic
stability. MARTIN JAMES
investigates.
Short History of Nikola Tesla.
This is a file to straighten out
misconception and disinformation that
has occurred over the years, about how
supposedly "great" Edison was, and how
Ndiola Tesla was brushed under the
capitalist power rug. Edison was a thief,
employing all kinas of people for their
brains, he stole their inventions, their
ideas, so much so, that it is unclear today
what Edison actually inventedhand what
was stolen from others. T e Edison
Electric Institute was formed to
perpetuate the notion that Edison was the
mventor of record, and to make sure that
school textbooks, etc., only mentioned
HIM in connection with these many
inventions. Much like Bell Labs does
today. Nikola Tesla was pretty much
always a genius, after having made many
improvements in the electric trolleys, and
trains in his country, he came to
America, sought employment, and
eventually ended up working for Edison.
Edison had contracted with New York
City to build Direct Current (D.C.)
power plants every square mile or so, so
as to power the lights that he supposedly
invented. Street lights, hotelligliting etc.
Having trenches dug throughout the city
to lay the cables, copper, and as big
around as a man's bicep1 he told Tesla
that if T esla could save nim money by
redesigning certain aspects of the
installation, that he woula give Tesla a
percentage of the savings. A verbal
agreement. After apRroximately a year,
Tesla went to Edison s office and showed
him the savings that had occurred
($100,000 or so which in those days was
quite a piece of change) as a direct result
of his (Tesla's) engineering, and Edison
pretended ignorance of any agreement.
Tesla quit. From that point on, the two
men were enemies. Tesla invented
useable Alternating Current (A. C.) that
we all use today, in a world where Edison
and others already had a huge investment
in D.C. power. Tesla proselytized A. C.
power and had some success building

power
these
power to various entities. One
was Sing Sing prison, in upstate New
York. Tesla provided A. C. power for the
"electric chair" there. Edison had big
articles printed in the New York
newspapers, saying that A. C. power was
dangerous "killmg" power, and in
general, gave a bad name to Tesla. To
contradict this jab, Tesla set out on his
own positive marketing campaign,
appearing at the 1880? World Exposiuon
in Chicago passing high frequency
"dangerous" A. C. power over his body to
power light bulbs in front of the public.
Shooting huge, long sparks from his
"Tesla coil", and touching them, etc.
"Proving" that A. C. power was safe for
public consumption. The advantage of
A. C. power was that you could send it a
long distance through reasonably sized
wires with little loss, and ifJou touched
the wires together, "shorte them", you
got a lot of sparks, and only the place
where they were touching melted until
the two w1res weren't touching anymore.
D.C. power, on the other hand, needed
huge cables to go any distance at all,
wh1le using power, the cables heated up.
When shorted, the cables melted all die
way back to the power house, streets had
to be dug up agam and new cables laid. If
a short occurred in a single light, it
usually started a fire, and burned down
the hotel or destroyed whatever it was in
contact with! This was quite profitable
for those in the D.C. power business, and
quite good for those into ditch digging,
construction, etc. Tesla invented 2phase, and 3-phase Alternating Current. e
figured motors turned in a circle, so
alternately driving separate, 180 degree,
sections of the surrounding armature
would build up less heat, and use less
electricity. He was right. 1929 came, the

stock market crashed, bankers, lawyers,
everyone who had lost their wealtli and
hadn't jumped out a window, sought
work, many as common laborers if lucky,
for a dollar a day. Tesla found himself
digging ditches in the company of broke
but influential ex-Wall-streeters. uring the
short lunch period, he would tell his
buddies about phased A. C. electricity,
and how it was efficient, etc. Along about
1932, he was working at a small generator
rebuilding shop in New York, and one of
the bankers that he used to dig ditches
with, found him, and took him to Mr.
Westinghouse, to whom he told his
stories. Westinghouse bought 19 patents
outright, and gave Tesla a dollar per
horsepower for any electric motor
produced by Westinghouse using the
Tesla 3-phase system. Tesla finallY. had
the money with which to start bu1lding
his laboratories, and conducting the
experiments with free earth energy. The
idea that really made him unpopular.
Something free, that the masters of war
and business couldn't control? They
couldn't have that! So, the day after Tesla
died in 1943, his huge laboratory on Long
Island mysteriously burned down, no
records saved, and the remnants were
bulldozed the day after that to further
eradicate any equipment still left. So
much for "free energy".

THE GREATEST
HACKER OF ALL TIME
by Dave Small
The question comes up from
time to time. "Who's the greatest
hacker ever?" Well, there's a lot of
different opinions on this. Some say
Steve Wozmak of Afple II fame. Maybe
Andy Hertzfeld o the Mac operating
system. Richard Stallman, say others, of
MIT. Yet at such times when I mention
who I think the greatest hacker is,
eve~one agrees (provided they know of
him , and there's no further argument.
So, et me introduce you to him, and his
greatest hack. I'll warn you right up
front that it's mind numbing. By the
way, everything I'm going to tell you is
true and verifiable down at your local
library. Don't worry ··we're not
heading off into a Shirley MacLaine
UFO-land story. Just some classy
electrical engineering...
THE SCENE: COLORADO
SPRINGS, CO.
Colorado Springs is in southern
Colorado, about 70 mile south of
Denver. These days it is known as the
home of several optical disk research
corporations and of NORAD, the
missile defense command under
Cheyenne Mountain. (I have a personal
interest in Colorado Springs; my wife
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Sandy grew up there.) These events
took place some time ago in Colorado
Springs.

with inventing modern radio as well; the
Supreme Court overturned Marconi's
patent in 1943 in favor of Tesla.

A scientist had moved into town
and set up a laboratory on Hill Street,
on the southern outsktrts. The lab had a
two hundred foot copper antenna
sticking up out of it, looking something
like a HAM radio enthusiast's antenna.
He moved in an started work. And
strange electrical things happened near
that lab. People would walk near the
lab, and sparks would jump up from the
ground to their feet, through the soles of
their shoes. One boy took a
screwdriver, held it near a fire hydrant,
and drew a four inch electrical spark
from the hydrant. Sometimes the grass
around his lab would glow with an eerie
blue corona, St. Elmo's Fire. What ther.
didn't know was this was small stuf .
The man in the lab was merely tuning up
his apparatus. He was getting ready to
run 1t wide open in an experiment that
ranks as among the greatest, and most
spectacular, of all time. One side effect of
liis experiment was the setting of the
record for man-made lightning: some 42
meters in length (130 feet).

T esla, in short, invented much of
the equipment that gets J?Ower to your
home every day from miles away, and
many that use that power inside your
home. His inventions made George
Westinghouse (Westinghouse Corp.) a
wealthy man. Finally, the unit of
magneuc flux in the metric system is the
"tesla". Other units include the "faraday"
and the "henry", so you'll understand tliis
is an honor given to few. So we're not
talking about an unknown here, but
rather a solid electrical engineer.

THE MAN: NIKOLA TESLA.
His name was Nikola T esla. He was
an immigrant from what is now
Yugoslavia; there's a museum of his
works in Belgrade. He's a virtual
unknown in the United States,
despite his accomplishments. I'm not
sure why. Some people feel it's a dark
plot, _the same peop~e who
are Into conspuacy
theories. I feel it s more
that Tesla, while a brilliant
inventor, was also an
awful businessman; he
ended up going broke.
Businessmen who go
broke fade out of the
public eye; we see this in
the computer industry all
the time. Edison, who
wasn't near the inventor
Tesla was, but who was a
better businessman, is well
remembered as is his
General Electric.
Still, let me list a few
of Tesla's works just so
you'll understand how
bright he was. He
invented the AC motor
and transformer. (Think
of every motor in your
house.) He invented 3phase electricity and
popularized alternating
current, the electrical distnbution system
used all over the world. He invented the
Tesla Coil, which makes the high voltage
that drives the picture tube in your
computer's CRT. He is now credited

T esla whipped through a number of
inventions earfy in his life. He found
himself increasingly interested in
resonance, and in particular, electrical
resonance. Tesla found out something
fascinating. rf you set an electrical circmt
to resonating, it does strange things
indeed. TaKe for instance h1s Tesla
Coil. This high frequency step-up
transformer would k1ck out a few
hundred thousand volts at radio
frequencies. The voltage would come
off the top of his coil as a "corona", or
brush discharge. The little ones put out
a six-inch spark; the big ones throw
sparks many feet long. Yet T esla could
draw the sparks to hts fingers without
being hurt -- the high frequency of
the electricity keeps it on the surface of
the skin, and prevents the current from
doing . any harm.
Tesla got to thinking about

resonance on a large scale. He'd
already pioneered the electrical
distribution system we use today, and
that's not small thinking; when you
think of Tesla, think big. He thought,

let's say I send an electrical charge into
the ground. What happens to it? Well,
the ground is an excellent conductor of
electricity. Let me spend a moment on
this so you understand, because topsoil
doesn't seem very conductive to most.
The ground makes a wonderful
sinkhole for electricity. This is why
you ",ground" power tools; the third
{round) pin in every AC outlet in your
house is wired straight to, literally, the
ground. T{pically, the handle of your
power too IS hooked to ground; this
way, if something shorts out in the tool
and the handle gets electrified, the current
ruches to the ground instead of into you.
The ground has long been used in
this manner, as a conductor. Tesla
generates a powerful pulse of electricity,
and drains It into the ground. Because
the ground is conductive, it doesn't
stop. Rather1 it spreads out like a radio
wave, traveling at the speed of light,
186,000 miles per second. And it keeps
going, because it's a powerful wave; it
doesn't peter out after a few miles. It
passes tlirough the iron core of the earth
with little trouble. After all, molten iron
is very conductive. When the wave
reaches the far side of the planet, it
bounces back, like a wave in water
bounces when it reaches an obstruction.
Since it bounces, it makes a return
trip; eventually, it returns to the point
of origin. Now, this idea might seem
wild.
But it isn't science fiction. We
bounced radar beams off the moon in the
1950's, and we mapped
Venus by radar in the
1970's. Those _planets
are millions of miles
away. The earth is a
mere 3 000 miles in
diameter; sending an
electromagnetic wave
through it IS a piece of
cake. We can sense
earthquakes all the way
across the planet by the
vibrations they set up
that travel all that
distance. So, while at
first thought it seems
amazing, it's really
pretty straight forward.
But, as I said, it's a
typical example of how
T esla thought.
Then he had one of
his typically T esla ideas.
He tliouglit, when the
wave returns to me
(about 1/30th of a second
after he sends it in), it's
going to be considerably weakened by
the trip. Why doesn't he send in another
charge at this pointi to strengthen the
wave? The two wil combine, go out,
and bounce again. And then he'll
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reinforce it again, and again. The wave
will build up m power. It's like pushing a
swingset. You give a series of small
pushes each time the swing goes out.
And you build up a lot of power with a
series of small pushes; ever tried to stop a
swing when it's going full tilt? He
wanted to find out the upper limit of
resonance. And he was in for a surprise.
THE HACK: THE TESLA COIL
So Tesla moved into Colorado
Springs, where one of his generators and
electncal systems had been installed 1 and
set up his lab. Why Colorado Spnngs?
Well, his lab in New York had burned
down, and he was depressed about that.
And as fate would have it, a friend in
Colorado Springs who directed the
power company, Leonard Curtis
offered him free electricity. Who could
resist that? After setting up his lab, he
tuned his gigantic Tesla coil through
that year, trying to get it to resonate
perfectly with the earth below. And
the townspeople noticed those weird
effects; T esla was electrifying the ground
beneath their feet on the return bounce
of the wave.
Eventually, he got it tuned,
keeping things at low power. But in the
spirit of a true hacker, just once he
decided to run it wide open, just to see
what would happen. Just what was the
upper limit of the wave he would build
up, bouncing back and forth in the planet
below? He had his Coil hooked to the
ground below it, the 200 foot antenna
above it, and getting as much electricity
as he wanted right off the city power
supply mains. Tesla went outside to
watch (wearing three inch rubber soles
for insulation) and had his assistant,
Kolman Czito, turn the Coil on. There
was a buzz from rows of oil capacitors,
and a roar from the spark gap as wristthick arcs jumped across it. Inside the
lab the n01se was deafening. But Tesla
was outside, watching the antenna. Any
surge that returned to the area would
run up the antenna and jump off as
lightnmg. Off the top of the antenna
sliot a six foot lightning bolt. The bolt
kept going in a stead}' arc, though,
unlike a single lightning flash. And here
Tesla watched carefully, for he wanted to
see if the power would build up, if his
wave theory would work.
Soon the lightning was twenty feet
long, then fifty. The surges were
growing more powerful. Eighty feet -now tliunder was following each
lightning bolt. A hundred feet, a
hundred twenty feet; the lightning shot
upwards off the antenna. Thunder was
heard booming around T esla now (it was
heard 22 miles away, in the town of
Cripple Creek). The meadow Tesla was
standing in was lit up with an electrical
discharge very much like St. Elmo's

Fire, casting a blue glow. His theory had
worked! There didn't seem to be an
upper limit to the surges; he was creating
the most powerful electrical surges ever
created by man. That moment he set the
record, which he still holds, for manmade
lightning. Then everything halted. The
lightning discharges stopped, the thunder
quit. He ran in, found the power
company had turned off his power
feed. He called them, shouted at them
-- they were interrupting his
experiment! The foreman replied that
T esla had just overloaded the generator
and set it on fire, his lads were busy
putting out the fire in the windings, ana
1t would be a cold day in hell before
Tesla got any more tree power from
the Colorado Springs power company!
All the lights in Colorado Springs
had gone out. And that, readers, is to
me the greatest hack in history. I've seen
some amazing hacks. The 8-bit Atari
OS. The Mac OS. The phone
company computers --well, lots of
computers. But I've never seen anyone
set the world's lightning record and shut
off the power to an entire town, "just to
see what would happen". For a few
moments, there in Colorado Springs, he
achieved something never before done.
He had used the entire planet as a
conductor, and sent a pulse through it.
In that one moment in the summer of
1899, he made electrical history. That's
right, in 1899 -- darn near a hundred
years ago. Well, you may say to yourself,
that's a nice story, and I'm sure George
Lucas could make a hell of a movie
about it, special effects and all. But it's
not relevant today. Or isn't it? Hang on
to your hat.
THE SDI AND TilE TESLA COIL
We have talked about the amazing
hack that Nikola Tesla did - bouncing an
electrical wave through the planet, in
1899, and setting the world's record for
manmade lightning. This month,let me
lay a little political groundwork. Last
October I attended Hackercon 2.0,
another gathering of computer hackers
from all over. It was an informal
weekend at a camp in the hills west of
Santa Clara. One of the more interesting
memories of Hackers 2.0 were the
numerous diatribes against the Strategic
Defense Initiative. Most speakers
claimed it was impossible, citing
technical problems. So many people felt
obligated to complain about SDI that
the conference was jokingly called
"SDicon 2.0".
Probably the high(?) point of the
conference was Jerry Pournelle and
Timothy Leary up on stage debating SDI.
I'll leave the aescription to your
imagination -- it was everything you
can think of and more. Personally, I was
disturbed to see how many gifted

hackers adopting the attitude of "let's not
even try". That's not how micros got
started. I mentioned to one Time
magazine journalist that if anyone could
make SDI go, it was the hackers
gathered there. I also believe that the
greatest hacker of them all, Nikola
Tesla, solved and SDI technical
problem back in 1899. The event was so
long ago, and so amazing, that it's pretty
much been forgotten; I described it last
issue. Let me present my case for the
T esla Coil and SDI.
SOVIET USE OF THE TESLA COIL
You will recall I said that T esla
was born in Yugoslavia (although back
then, it was "Seroo-Croaua "). He is not
unknown there; he is regarded as a
national hero. Witness the Nikola T esla
museum in Belgrade, for instance.
There's been interferences picked up,
on this side of the planet, which IS
causing problems In the ham radio
bands. Direction finding equipment
has traced the interference in the SW
band to two sources in the Soviet
Union, which are apparently two high
powered Tesla Coifs. Why on earth are
the Soviets playing with Tesla Coils?
There's one odd theory that they're
subjecting Canada to low level electrical
interference to cause attitude change.
Sigh.
Moving right along, there's another
theory, more credible, that they are
conducting research in "over the
horizon" radar using Tesla's ideas. (The
Soviets are certainly not saying what
they're doing.) When I read about this
testing, it worried me. I don't think
they're playing with attitude control or
radar. I thmk they're doing exactly what
Tesla did in Colorado Springs.
COMPUTERS AND GROUNDING
Time for another discussion of
grounding. Consider your computer
equipment. You've doubtlessly been
warned about static electricity, always
been told to ground yourself (thus
discharging the static into the ground, an
electrical sinkhole) before touching your
computer. Companies make anti-static
spray for your rugs. Static is in the
20,000 to 50,000 volt range. Computer
chips run on five to twelve volts. The
internal insulation is built for that much
voltage.
When they get a shot of static in the
multiple thousand volt range, the
insulation is punctured, and the chip
ruined. Countless computers have been
damaged this way. Read any manual on
inserting memory chips to a PC, and
you'll see warnings about static; it's a big
problem. Now Tesla was working in the
millions of volts range. And his special
idea -- that the ground itself could be the
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conductor -- now comes into relevance,
nearly a hundred years after his
dramatic demonstration in Colorado
Springs. For, you see, in our wisdom
we've grounded our many computers, to
protect them from static. We've
always assumed the ground is an
electrical sinkhole. So, with our threepin plugs we ground everything -- the
two flat pins in your wall go to
electricity thot and neutral); the third,
round pin, ~;;oes straight to ground.
That th1rd pm is usually hooked with a
thick wire to a cold water pipe, which
grounds it effectively.
Tesla proved that you can give that
ground a terrific charge, millions of volts
of high frequency electricity. (f esla ran
his large coil at 33 Khz). Remember, the
lightnmg surging off his Coil was coming
from the wave bouncing back and forth
in the _planet below. In short, he was
modifying the ground's electrical
potential, changing it from an electrical
sinkhole to an electrical source. T esla did
his experiment in 1899. There weren't
any home computers with delicate
ch1ps hooked up to grounds then. If
there had been, he'd have fried
everything in Colorado Springs. There
was, however, one piece of electrical
equipment grounded at the time of the
experiment, the city power generator. It
caught fire and ended Tesla's
experiment. The cause of its failure
is mteresting as well. It died from "high
frequency kickback", something most
electrical engineers know about. Tesla
forgot that as the generator fed him
power, he was feeding it high frequency
from his Coil. High frequency
quickly heats insulation; a microwave
oven works on the same principle. In a
few minutes, the insulation inside that
generator grew so hot that the generator
caught fire. When the lights went out all
over Colorado Springs, there was the first
proof that Tesla's idea has strategic
possibilities.
It gets scarier. Imagine Tesla's Coil,
busio/ pumping an electrical wave in the
Earth. On liis side of the I?ianet, he was
getting 130 foot sparks, wh1ch is a hell of
a lot of voltage and current. And simple
wave theory will show you that those
sort of potentials exist on the far side of
the planet as well. Remember, the wave
was bouncing back and forth, being
reinforced on every trip. The big
question is how focused the opposite
electrical pole will be. No one knows.
But it seems probable that the far side
of the planet's ground target area could
be subJeCted to considerable electrical
interference. And if computer
equipment is plugged inot that ground,
fanhfully assuming the ground w1ll never
be a source of electricny, it's just too
bad for that equipment. This sort of
electrical interference makes static look
tiny by comparison. It doesn't take

much difference in ground potential to
kill a computer connected across it.
Lightning strikes cause a temporary
flare in ground voltage; I remember
rerlacing driver chips on a network on
a! computers that had been caught by
one lightning strike, when I lived in
Austin. Imagine the effect on relatively
delicate electronics if someone fires up a
Tesla Coil on the far side of the planet,
and subjects the grounds to steep
electrical swings. The military
applications are pretty obvious -- those
ICBM's in North Dakota, for instance.
It's possible they could be damaged in
their silos, and from thousands of miles
awar. Running two or more Coils, you
don t have to bee exactly on the far side
of the planet, either.
Interference effects can give you
high points where you need with
varied tunings. Maybe, just maybe, the
Soviets aren't doing "over the horizon"
radar. Maybe they JUSt bothered to read
Tesla's notes. And maybe they are
tu.~?-ing ~p a real big surprise with their
twm Coils.
"STAR WARS" AND THE TESLA
COIL
You've heard of the Strategic
Defense Initiative, or "Star Wars".
We're searching for a way to stop a
nuclear attack. Right now, we've got all

sorts of high powered research projects,
with the emphasis on "new technology".
Excimer laser, kinetic kill techniques,
and even more exotic ideas. As any of
you know that have written computer
programs, it's darned hard to get
something "new" to work. Maybe it's an
error to focus on "new" exclusively.
Wouldn't it be something if the solution
to SDI lies a hundred years ago, in the
forgotten brilliance of Nikola Tesla?
For right now we can immobilize the
electronics of installations half a planet
away. The technology to do it was
ach1eved in 1899, and promptly
forgotten. Remember, we're not talking
vague, unproven theories here. We're
talking the world's record for lightning,
and tlie inventor whose power system
lights up your house at night.
The tesla coil works. All we'd have
to do is build it. You might not believe
the story about Tesla in Colorado
Springs, and what he did. It's pretty
amazing. It has a way of being forgotten
because of that. And I'm not sure you
want to hear about the SDI connecuon.
Still, as you work on a computer,
remember Tesla. His Tesla Coil supplies
the high voltage for the picture tube you
use. The electricity for your computer
comes from a Tesla design AC generator
is sent through a Tesla transformer, and
gets to your liouse through 3-phase T esla
power. Tesla's inventions... they have a
way of working..

ABOVE: Colorado Springs, the tower power transmitting device created by T esla.
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Mind Control

~

Abductions

by Martin Cannon

Following our article on mind control in last months edition we have decided to follow up with this article from the United
States which shows another possible theory as to how far mind manipulation has gone.

[This is a transcript of taped talk given
by Martin Cannon via telephone to the
ufo contact center international group
meeting in 1988]
All I can say is that I have been, for
over a year now, pursuing a specific
theory of UFO abauctions wh1ch has
royally ticked off everybody that I've
come in contact with believer and skeptic
alike.
This is a theory that, I think,
designed to make me hate it. I'm
primarily interested in the government's
mvolvement in the UFO phenomena.
Specifically, it seems to me, and I
might as well lay out all my cards on the
table at once, it seems to me the
abduction phenomenon might just be a
ploy, that the aliens are a paper-mache
mask, as I sometimes put it, for
something else that's really going on.
All theories of UFO aoductions that
I've ever come across (excepting the
entirely skeptical ones put out by people
like Philip Klass), they all include some
aspect of the concept of mind control.
Now it seems to me that if people's
minds are being controlled, ana I think
that this technology is in existence, then
we have to ask the question: can we trust
the participant's reports of what they are
see1n~, in terms of perhaps even the
UFO s that they are seeing, but certainly
the nature of the abductwn experience
itself?
Do we even have to assume that the
little gra}' aliens exist simply because
people tell us that they do, even if they
believe that they exist?
BLACK DOG
Drawing from a very old example
out of hypnotism, and Aileen be1ng
herself a hypnotherapist, can perhaps tell
you more about this it was a very
common practice, going back many,
many decades, to see if somebody was
under some hypnotism, they would
introduce them they would take the
subject, hypnotize them, and say that
there was a small, black dog in the room,
and he's coming up, and would you pet
him.
And the subject will often actually
see the dog just as thoroughly, just as
concretely, as they would see any normal
dog that you might get out of die animal
shelter.
Now if the human brain can be
tricked to that extent, then is it not
possible that the ET's that people are
seeing are of an exactly like substance to
that dog?
I tliink it is. I have done a great deal
of research into the subject of the
government's involvement in mind
control operations. They like people to

believe that that was all something that
they were doing back in the SO's and the
60's, and it was all to catch up with the
Russians who had this huge lead in the
field, but they stopped domg it around
1963 and tliey never really found
anything it's all a lie!
I mean, basically, I've just come to
the conclusion where I can say that right
now. These programs went very, very
far. We got tliere first. We were far ahead
of the Russians. I even can give you a
memo where Allen Dulles admitted that
to the Warren Commission, of all places.
OCCULT GROUPS
It went back to World War II,
possibly to the 30's, in fact I've just
recently came across some information
that occult groups have been doing
experimentations with what ther call
electronic mind control, going a I the
way back to the 19th century. In fact
there isn't a single technology of mind
control that doesn't go back to that tin1e.
And so, one of the problems, well, I
should say that in researching this I have
not only looked up, read every book
available on this suoject, some of which
are EXTREMELY hard to find. I mean,
I'm sorry to sound too paranoid but I'm
really beginning to get the idea that
somebody has been gomg around to the
libraries and hussling them off the
shelves, because I keep on finding, you
know, there are certain books that I keep
on looking for, and I find that they are
not checked out, and they are not only
the library shelves either! And I'm
wondering what's happened to them.
But I think I've now amassed quite a
library on the subiect, and I've also gone
to Washington, D.C. and I saw some
20,000 documents, these are de-classified
CIA I Defense Department documents,
as well as many interviews with scientists
working on these programs back in the
50's and 60's, and these were all compiled
by John Marks, for his book The Search

for the Manchurian Candidate.
I would suggest that all of you people
read that book, but you must understand
that that book is incredibly conservative,
and that the whole subject goes far, far
beyond that. I don't know why John
Marks wrote it the way he did. Certainly,
there was much more information in liis
files than he allowed to come out in his
book.
Another good book which I'm sorry
to say is very, very difficult to get a hold
of and probably the best book on the
subject, 1s called Operation Mind Control,
and that's by Walter Bowart. But even
then, after you've gone to that literature,
you know, you have to search through a
great deal of periodicals and scientific
papers and so forth, and also conduct a

great many interviews.
I've interviewed people who clain1 to
have been under mind control,
specifically in Vietnam. And what they
describe is very, very similar to what the
abductee's are describing in many
respects. Not only that, I've spoken to
abductees. And th1s is a subject on which
I feel a certain amount of hesitancy in
describing and talking about.
One abductee, I called her Veronica
in an article I wrote in UFO Magazine
(it's a long and extremely complicated
and fascinating case), under hypnosis, and
I did not hypnotize her, in fact she is the
one who wanted the hypnosis and it was
administered by a professional hypnotist.
In the 4th hypnouc session she described
one of her abductions, which as she dug
deeper turned out not to have taken place
at all in any kind of Unidentified Flying
Object, but in fact took place in a house
outside the Los Angeles area.
And of course, we kept zeroing in on
the house and its location, and so on and
so forth.
Now, I must state directly here that
there is some possibility, of course,
whenever there 1S a hypnotized subject it
is often stated wants to please the
hypnotist, therefore might confabulate
details that would fit tliat hypnotists'
particular thesis. I must say that Veronica
came up with the CIA thesis long before I
ever met her. She was saying that that
was just one possibility among others.
It also seems to be a nagging
possibility that other abductees that I
have read about and talked to have come
up with, although they didn't explore it.
There is something about the idea of
being in contact with alien beings that is
extremely attractive to them, and they
don't want to give it up very easily.
Anyway, to go back to the liyRnotic
session she had talked about I won t give
you the details of this kind of terrifying
session that she underwent in this man's
house but, after the session, I found out
later she was told under some sort of
hypnosis, even though the hypnotist had
tried to get her out of it, and she said that
she was no longer in trance, but
apparently she still was. But I said, "Well,
okay, let's drive there."
And we did. And I got a location, we
found the location, and she suddenly got
ver}' scared and we had to turn oack.
Well, I later did a little bit of detective
work and I found out who lived there. I
won't give the name, because there is
obviously a certain possibility of lible
involved, but I founa out that the man
who lived in that house was a scientist
who worked on the CIA's mind control
programs. These programs had projects
like ARTICHOKE, BLUEBIRD, MKULTRA.
Not only that, while on the way
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there, Veronica described the interior of
this house, including one specific unusual
detail that almost nobody lias in his living
room, and I later found out from
somebody who had been in that house,
that she described it accurately.
Unfortunately, Veronica now says that
she can remember nothing of our
conversation together and I dtan't tape
her admission of what was inside the
house, so there is no way I can prove this,
which is why I am very, very wary of
mentioning names, and possibly giving
way to a lible suit.
But I will say that for my purposes,
and I can't prove it to anyboay else, but
it has been proved to me that in at least
one instance this thesis is correct.
I must tell you right now that I am as
loath as anybody else to give up on the
alien hypothesis. I mean I grew up with
it, I read alot of UFO bookS in my time.
I've never been plugged into the UFO
Network ... I've never spoken to the
actual researchers until just recently. And
even then it's only quite tangential.
Aileen is probably the one I know best.
And so, it gets very, very difficult for me
to give up entirely upon the idea of the
aliens. And I know that people will get
angry at me because I am exploring
anotlier possibility. But it just seems that
this is a path which has to be looked at.
DISPOSAL PROBLEM
I do know that from the internal
CIA correspondence that I've looked at
in Washington, that one of the P.roblems
they had, is that it was a "oisposal
problem" whenever they were
experimenting on someone to see how
firmly they could control that person's
mind, even though they would try many
tech!liques t? get thell;l to forget the
sess1on, as 1t were, 1t was almost
impossible to make them forget entirely.
Memories would come out, oTten-time m
dreams, of what was going on.
One of the scientists who worked on
it, I think that was Martin Warren, you
may recall Martin Warren because he's
mentioned prominently in Philip Klass'
skeptical l:iook on UFO abductions.
Martin Warren what Philip Klass doesn't
tell you is that Martin Warren was a CIA
operative going back to the very early
60's ...
But one of the things they
mentioned in this context of people
remembering, was they will remember
any scenario that they are told. In other
words, you can tell them: "Yes,
something happened there ... but you
know ... ", you can fix the memory in
other words, arrange a cover story. And
so, yeah, the person might wake up in the
middle of die night with this terrible,
terrible feeling in that back of his head
that he has been hypnotically told to
forget something that happened to him.
But as long as lie misremembers that,
then the actual truth of the matter will

never come out.
Now I think that something very
much like that happened to a man namea
Marty Kosky. Marty Kosky was a
Finnish citizen. He was staying in Canada
sometime in the mid to the late 1970's,
and I have alot of material from him. He
claims to have been a victim of mind
control. Now, by the 1970's this whole
technology was getting extremely
baroque. In the SO's and the 60's,
according to John Mark's informant,
nobody k.nows his name, I don't even
think john Mark's knows his name he
was given the nickname "Deep Trance"
according to Deep Trance the mind
control was basically, the technology had
to do with dru~s and some with
hypnosis. In the 70 s it started to turn to
tlimgs like implantations in the brain and
microwaves. And the two of them can
work together.
Now Marty Kosky claims, this
Finnish citizen claims to have been a
victim of the microwave
experimentations happening in Canada.
He had first in 1977 or thereabouts, came
out with a brochure that was, well you
know, he learned English only a couple
of years previously, and he wasn't a
professional writer, and claimed to be
microwaved in his brain, and so
obviously you can tell that the pamphlet
that he came up with was not very
impressive, and _people looking at 1t
probably dismissed him as a nut.
LOONYTOON
Later, though, he came out with a
still not particularly well-written, but
much more convincing set of materials
which I believe that Atleen might have
copies of there, and we can certainly get
some copies distributed to you people, if
you're interested in it, in which he tells
the story in greater length. He talks about
being taken to a hospital, having things
implanted in his brain, hearing of voices.
Now I must say that even tliough this
sounds like the story of an absolute
Loony T oon, I know for a fact that this
sort of thing does occur I mean, is
technologically possible there was a
scientist named Allen Fray in the late
60's, early 70's, who discovered that you
can induce, with microwaves, voices in
the brain that you can actually hear.
As always, with these things, you
only get the first experimentations along
these lines, the first successful notes of
what was happening and then of course,
it's all clampea down, you don't get any
more information on follow-up
experiments. But we do know, at least
from the early work, that people were
able to hear things, directly perceived
words, as spoken over a microphone,
directly in their mind... not just through
the ears or anything like that. Which
makes me look twice whenever I hear
about people who claim to be hearing
voices. Because I know that that is a

classic symptom of schizophrena, but
many of these people are also extremely
hypnotizable.
Classic schizophrenics are not easily
hypnotizable, yet these people are. They
fall into a seP.arate category, and I'm
wondering if the voices that they hear, if
they too might be it's a possibility among
other possi6lities, let's put it that way if
these peoP.le are also possible subjects of
this sort of experimentation.
Anyway, getting back to Kosky I
won't tell you his enure story, because I
think it would be better if you read it
entirely he talks about being kidnapped
and taken to a hospital and gtven what he
called "spy tratning". Much of his
descriptions of what happened to him in
the hospital I think are quite incorrect,
but who knows what happened to his
mind during those times.
I do know that of the released MKUL TRA papers from the SO's and the
60's many of the absolute worst atrocities
being committed by the CIA they were
trying to invade the space between
people's ears were in fact taking place in
Canada.
So, it's entirely likely that these
thinP.s will be happening in Canada.
Don t think that sunply because Kosky
points the finger at tlie Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, doesn't really mean that
the CIA or some other government
agency isn't behind it. In fact, some of
what I've read has indicated that the
government agency that is now most
tnvolved in the mind control
experimentation is called DARPA. And
I've also just recently come across some
informauon that NASA, of all people, of
all places, I don't know why is possibly,
just possibly involved with that. There is
whole story I can tell you along those
lines.
SIRIUS
One of the things that Kosky was
told after he got away from the hospital
and after he was trying to re-establish his
sanity after tliese terrible
experimentations that were done to him,
he was told that the people talking to him
were from Sirius. Now, this is one of the
best links I have between the mind
control technology and the UFO
abduction phenomenon. That this is a
victim of mind control claiming that he
knows that the controllers were using
UFOs or aliens as a cover story for their
OJ?erations. He was even more explicit in
hts original pamphlet. Where he was
saying that: "The test program fluctuates
from spying education to meeting
humanoids from other planets, people
from Mars and Sirius, if you are a
religious person, you can even talk to the
Lora.·
So, in other words, they find out
exactly how your personality is
structured, and then tliey will assume a
persona to meet that, wliich also makes
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me look at these people who claim to be
hearing voices from Jesus or from Satan. I
know recently there was a rash of people
hearing the voice of Satan, I think it was a
group of teenagers out in Tennessee. And
they progressed from they were
conunming horrible atrocities fmt they
were watching these terribly violent
videotapes which for some reason are
now bemg made available to teenagers,
including videotapes of actual deaths and
then the voices told them to start
torturing and murdering small animals,
until finally they actually murdered one
of their numbers.

I've spoken to, you can be hyJ>notized
into forgetting that you committed the
atrocities, and this is actually quite
beneficial, because you don't want that
sort of thing on your memory, you just
won't be able to function. I spoke
directly to I can't give his name and I
know that it would be very difficult for
me to convince your people of the truth
of what he said. All f know is that I sat
directly across from him in the room.
And I met him almost by coincidence, I
was interviewing him on another subject
and told him I was interested in mind
control and he said this had happened to
him.

ASSASSINATIONS
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE
Well, I know that this sounds like an
outrageous story and possibly not
connected to what I am saying, but in fact
it is connected because that was one of
the ways they trained one of the primary,
I should say, motivations for tlie entire
mind control technology as we know it
from the papers in the SO's and the 60's,
was to train people to commit
assassinations. And this is why I am very
frightened whenever an abductee and I've
had a couple come up with this now start
talking aoout guns. In fact, you know, in
that verr same abduction hypnotic
session where we are talking about her
abduction, she said that the entities had
told her to bring a gun to Martin (!),
which did not exactly make me feel very
good, I mean I really don't know what
was behind that, but I must say that I've
rather limit~d my contact with that
woman ever smce.
Now I should say, where was I oh
yes again, I'm not used to giving a lecture
to large numbers of people whom I can't
see, so I'll probably be flitting from one
thing to another, but anyway, I do have
documents which prove that that was the
ultimate goal, to get people to commit
atrocities without any emotions,
without any affect. That was the
primard purpose, and the way
they di it was first to desensitize
people.
There was a doctor named
Nereut, who I think in 1974 spilled
the beans to the London Times
saying that he was performing these
kinds of experimentations on soldiers
of the Green Berets and Navy Seals, and
other Special Forces, and they were
taught under hypnosis, and sometimes
not under hypnosis to desensitive
themselves to violence, usually through a
series of films, and then you would
progress from that to not caring if you
tore the head off a chicken. And then you
were told that the enemy was less than
subhuman and so you would go out there
and commit unbelievable atrocities
which, if you dig into it, you know
were committed in Vietnam.
And then, according to the
some .of the people :w~o claim to ~·' ...
be mmd control victims that
~;" ·

He gave me specific examples of
thin?s that occurred with him in the
1960 s, how he was put through this sort
of program. Much of what he described
as to how this not just the mind control,
he knew the technology involved, he
knew many of the terms involved, he
would have to do a great deal of studying
in order to have gotten this information.
And he talked about the way that these
sort of secret missions would be directed
out of a Naval intelligence shipbwhich I
knew from other sources to be a solutely
true. So I believed what he had to say to
me, in other words. And he fingered the
Veterans Administration hospital out
here in Northridge as one place where
they continue to have scientists operate in
these capacities. And that was very
interesting to me, because I later have,
and I just now had an abductee tell me
that she had memories of something
terrible happening at that very same
Veterans Administration hospital.
So that all fits together, again, I'm
telling you this to explain to you why I
believe
w h a t
I

believe.
I don ' t
necessarily
have all of the
facts and that
I can put it in
a book and

but I have enough that definitely my
suspicion is raised. Now you may ask
about implantations, the scars that Budd
Hopkins will show you photographs of,
and these implanauons, intracerebreal
implantations which are just now
beginning to show up in MRI scans on
contactee's. I've just now made friends
with a woman out in Lancaster, who is
studying abductees who claims to have
gotten alot of these MRI scans definitely
having "bogies" showing up on them.
Again, this was a part of the
technology. There was a book published
in 1968, I believe, called Were We
Controlled by a man -with the
psuedonym orLincoln Lawrence, and I
would sug~est that you people read that.
Now this IS a book obstensibly about the
John F. KennedY. assassination, looking
into the possibility, and this has been
raised by a number of people, outrageous
as the possibility may seem, that Jack
Ruby and Lee Harvey Oswald were
somehow hypnotically programmed to
do what they did. To tell you the truth,
although I am willing to accept any
number of unusual possibilities, I am not
entirely convinced of that. However, I
know for a fact that much of the
information given in that book regarding
the CIA's and the Defense Department's
mind control J>rogram is right on target,
because it checked out with material that
was released only about fifteen years
later, or ten years later, under Freedom of
Information.
Lincoln Lawrence had to have, and I
know that he was in fact an FBI agent,
and therefore probably did have the sort
of connections. He had to have
connections to people who were in the
know as to the technology involved. And
the technology that he -fingers, and it's
come up in a couple of other sources
again we don't liave actual internal
government documentation on this,
unfortunately just yet, but the
technology that he fingers is something
called Radio Hypnotic Intracerebreal
Control, that coupled with another
technology called EDOM,
Electronic Dissolution Of
Memory. And basically, EDOM is
nothing more or less than "missing
time", exactly what Budd Hopkins
talks about. Making people forget
what they've done for tlie past two or
three hours. According to Lincoln
Lawrence, and I'm tendmg more and
more to believe him, that is a technology
that we, not the aliens, but we have haa
in our hands for my goodness, twenty,
thirty years perhaps. Similarly, Radio
Hypnotic Intracerebreal Control is a
technology which, even in its most
primitive form, according to some of the
Russian literature mentioned in Lincoln
Lawrence's book, and again I gave a
copy to Aileen there, goes back to
tlie 1930's. And that has to do
ith alot of arcane subjects
mplantations, intracerbreal
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implantations in the brain.
By sending electronic pulses to these
intracerebreal implantatiOns, you can
train the frequencies of the brain to a
point of hypnotic suggestibility, and then
voices, which can be, as I mentioned
earlier, which can be placed into the
brain will act as a sort of remote
hypnotist. One that has a far greater
suggestibil_ity than an actual hypnotist
th~t Y,OU might pay money to go see. And
this IS somebody who can make you
believe that you are seeing when this is
happening to you they can make you
believe that you are seemg, or have seen,
if they want to erase a previous memory,
say a van that kidnafped you, when m
fact they might tel you that it was a
UFO that kidnapped you. Or, as another
story that Igot from an abductee...
He had this strange memory of you
know, he was talking about his
abduction, and how he climbed into this
saucer-shaped craft. But you know, just
before the saucer-shaped craft appeared in
his mind he has this strange memory that
there was this truck in there, and that the
same guy who was on the craft was in
that truck, and he couldn't quite
the
two together. Well, you know, heard
this from Budd Hopkins once. He said
that there was an abductee he talked who
said that there was, you know when he
was abducted, that at first he thought it
was a helicopter, or some sort of
helicopter that grabbed him and took
him up into the air.
No, it couldn't have been that what
it was, was this UFO and so, Budd
Hopkins is saying well obviously the
helicopter was the screen memory for
this terrible UFO experience.

fut

Possibly, but the possibility that I'm
looking into is, what if it really was a
helicopter and it was a UFO that was an
induced screen memory, possibly induced
by this technology that I'm looking into
called Radio Hypnotic Intracerebreal
Control, RHIC. There was a Doctor
named Jose Delgado, still working today,
who wrote a book called Physical Control

of t?e Mznd: Towards a Psycho-Civilized
~oczety.

These implants that everybody are
talking about people are thinking that
only a'highly advanced technology such
as the aliens could come up with. Well,
Delgado was in business as early the late
1950's, he put these implants in a bull in a
Spanish bull-ring, and had the bull charge
lum, and then he pushed a button on a
box, it was like the same sort of box you
would get with a radio-controlled
airplane. He pushed a button and there
are photographs of this that I can show
you with the bull like just a few feet in
front of him and ready to gore the guy to
death came to a complete stop. Pushed
another button, the bull walks away.
Now if that can happen to anin1als in
the SO's why can't it oe happening to
abductees?
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Digging into the archives Truthseekers found this old record of a Navy
Chief's speculations on on development of advanced drive systems.
Conquest of Space 1957 by G. Harry
Stine Cliief, Navy Range Operations
White Sands Proving Grounds
There is a good chance that the
rocket will be obsolete for space travel
within 50 years. Some of us have been
concentrating on the development of the
rocket as the possible power plant for
outer space propulsion. We've fired a
lot of them and we've proved that they
will work in outer space. We've also
learned a lot about what's out there by
using rockets. And probably we will
take the first few faltering steps into space
with rocket power plants. But recent
discoveries indicate that the spaceship of
the future may be powered by antigravity devices. These, instead of using
brute force to overcome gravity, will use
the force of gravity itself much as an
airplane uses the air to make it fly.
Sir William Crookes the English
scientist who developed the cathoderay tube we now use for television,
made extensive investigations of
levitation phenomena - a field that once
belonged to vaudeville magicians.
Scientists, reasoning that if they
believed his reports of weird green
glows in vacuum tubes they should also
look into Crookes' LEVITATION
STUDIES, have been making slow but
steady progress.
Others have been investigating the
fields of gravitic isotopes, jet electron
streams and the mecharucs of the electron
shells of atoms.
Townsend T. Brown, an American
investigator, has gone even further than
that. There are rumors that Brown has
developed a real anti- gravity machine.
There are many firms working on the
problems of anu-gravity - the Glenn L.
Martin Co., Bell Aircraft, General
Electric, Sperry-Rand Corp. and others.
Rumors liave been Circulating that
scientists have built disc airfoils two
feet in diameter incorporating a
variation of the simple two-prate
electrical condensor (capacitor), which,
charged to a potential of 50,000 volts has
achieved a speed of 17 feet per second
with a total energy input of 50 watts.
A three-foot diameter disc airfoil
charged to 150 Kilovolts turned out such
an amazing performance that the whole
thing was immediately classified.
Flame-jet generators, making use
of the electrostatic charge discovered in
rocket exhausts, have been developed
which will supply charges UP TO 15
MILLION VOLTS. Several important
things have been discovered witli regard
to gravity propulsion. For one, the
propulsive force doesn't act on only one
part of the ship it is pushing; it acts on
all parts within the gravity field created

by the gravitic drive. It probably is not
limited to the speed of light.
Gravity-powered vehicles have
apparently
changed direction,
accelerated rapidly at very high g's and
stopped abruptly without any heavy
stresses being experienced by the
measuring devices aboard the vehicle and
within the gravity-propulsion field.
This control1s done by changing
the direction, intensity and polarity of
the charge on the condenser plates of the
d~ive_ unit, a fairly simple task for
SCientiStS.
Sounds incredible, doesn't it? But
the information comes from reliable
sources. We are licking the problems
of gravity. Indications are that we are
on the verge of tapping a BRAND
NEW GROUP OF ELECTRICAL
WAVES WHICH LINK
ELECTRICITY AND GRAVITY.
Electronic engineers have taken the
electrical coil and used it as a link
between electricity and electromagnetism, thus giving us a science of
electro-magnetics which in turn has given
us such thmgs as radio, television, radar
and the like.
Now, gravity researchers seem to
think that the condenser will open up the
science of electro-gravities. Soon we
may be able to ehminate gravity as a
structural, dynamic and medical problem.
Although we will probably use
rocket power to make our first
explorations into space, the chances are
now pretty good that this will not always
be the case. In 50 years we may travel to
the moon, the planets or even the stars
propelled by the harnessed forces of
gravity.
If this seems fantastic, remember that
the rocket and the idea of a trip to the
moon was fantastic 20 years ago. Fifty
years ago the idea of commercial a1r
travel was utter nonsense.
With gravitic spaceships, we may
travel to the moon in less than an hour,
to the planets in less than a day or to the
stars themselves in a matter of months.
We may be able to do it in absolute
comfort without the problems of zerogravity or high accelerations.
The idea of the rocket becoming
obsolete is not a happy idea,
particularly when so much work has
been done on rockets. But we have
worked on rockets because we believed
they were the only type of power plant
capable of working in outer space.
If a better method comes along, why
shed tears? After all, our basic goal1s
to travel and explore in space and it
doesn't make much difference how we
do it.
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Many people have
been asliing about the
whereabouts of Paul
Damon, the previous
editor and founder of
Truth Seekers
research. Here at last
is the explanation
from him on the other
side of the planet.

The Research Continues. . . . ..
By Paul Damon
At the end of April, 1995, after
successfully founding Truth Seekers
Research and launching the Truth
Seekers Review magazine with Matthew
Williams, I de£artea Britain to join my
Colombian wtfe and daughter in South
America. With the Truth Seekers seed
firmly planted in Britain, I handed over
the edaorial position to Matthew,
knowing full well that he would take the
Review to new heights.
Have I bowed out of the UFO
research scene? Not by any means. I
have now centered a Truth Seekers
Research office in Bogota, the capital cit}'
of Colombia. This will be the base of
research operations for South and Central
America. I am currently involved in
some very interesting and unusual
projects of which I will detail later in this
article.
SECRECY ENIGMA
It has always seemed to me that the
British Isles has many good researchers
searching for the truth behind the UFO,
crop circle and secrecy enigma, I won't
name them here as there are too many.
Something that has always struck me
though is the lack of information that
comes to British UFO research from
other parts of the world. A video some
readers may be familiar with is the
Genesis III "Messengers of Destiny" video
that shows incredible UFO footage from
the skies over Puebla and Mexico City.

managed to generate a tremendous
amount of support from researchers in
Colombia, Brasil, Argentina, Venezuela,
Peru, Costa Rica and Puerto Rico. I am
currently constructing a Truth Seekers
Researcli network whtch not only spans
the Latin Americas, but also the United
States and Canada. Among the groups I
am corresponding with in the U naed
States and Canada are MUFON- Mutual
UFO Network, CUFOS- Center for
UFO Studies, APRO- Aerial Phenomena
Research Organization, CAUS- Citizens
Against UFO Secrecy and Project
Starlight International as well as many
others, even a group called the Arcuc
UFO Registry based in cold, icy
Anchorage.
UFOLOGY TODAY
The possibilities for information
networking are endless, and hopefully the
results cou1d lead us to a clearer view of
Ufology today, and maybe even bring us
closer to the ultimate truth that all
researchers are seeking. We are truly
living in a very exciting time, with the
advent of International computer
communications, via such routes as the
internet - and the greater world wide
media interest in all outre subjects, we are
at last seeing a light at the end of the
tunnel instead of dealing with the
frustration of having pieces of the puzzle
missing. This can only be achieved by
communicating and networking research
details.

faces of greys. This as I said has to be
verified, but you wih read about it in a
future issue and/hotos of such tapestries
will be taken an printed.
NAZCA LINES
InJanu~ of 1996, a research trip is
planned to Ltma in Peru to view and
photograph a unique set of engraved
rocks found in a desert area not far from
the famous Nazca lines of Peru. The
rocks show engravings of what can only
be described as little people harnessing
and killing dinosaurs. Other startling
engravings illustrate how these little
people conducted complex brain and
heart surgery using what could be
interpreted as laser beams- accompanied
by some large rocks which show tall and
thin creatures with huge eyes descending
down the stairway of a typical saucer
shaped craft. Dating procedures have
been carried out recentfy to give a rough
date of when the rocks were engraved
and have been found to have been carved
during the Jurassic period.
Such incrediole evidence so totally
contrary to modern ideas of history,
mankind and evolution - and no media
source has made an effort to further
research the story around them. What
keys do the engravings hold for modern
transitions of thought? More
information and exclusive pictures of
these rocks will be featured in future
ISSues.

DOCUMENTARY
I can assure you that there is more.
A vast untapped reservoir of information
throughout South and Central America
where UFOs, aliens, abductions,
contactees and even crop and rock
formations are taken very seriously by a
large majority of people.
CATHOLICISM

It was quite surprising for me to see
that in countries wliere Catholicism has
such a strong foothold that people are so
open mindea towards sucli thmgs, and
are aware of the much needed- as I call it
- Raising of Consciousness. I find myself
very glad to have the opportunity to
study such fascinating aspects of Ufology
in an area of the world which to most
people is shrouded in mystery. In the
four months since I arrived here, I have

Research projects will not only
concentrate on current day UFO issues
and occurrences, but also subjects such as
the legends that certain Indian tribes
native to the Andes mountains still carry
in their lore and customs. Some of these
legends tell of a time when the peoples of
ancient earth looked up to a night sky
devoid of a moon, and of its appearance
one day accompanied by gods travelling
on fantastic silver birds tliat illuminated
the night sky with the light of a thousand
suns. This particular legend is that of the
Mozces tribe who ltve in the high
mountains surrounding the plateau of
Bogota in Colombia. A research trip is
planned with six other investigators to
their tribal village in December of this
year. It is said that they have complex
tapestries detailing the clironicles of umes
long past, and it is supposed to feature the

Just recently, I have negotiated a
contract with a commercial television
station- Caracol Colombia and a private
station- Estacion Tamarind Tree to make
a documentary of a very important
research trip to an area in the Co1ombian
Andes known as Bucaramanga. About
fourteen miles out of Bucaramanga is a
particular valley, which when translated
mto English reads as "The place of those
from above", and so named by native
Indians for many centuries. At the
bottom of the valley is a small village
occupied by about fifty Spanish
Colombians and one hundred and twenty
native Indians. This area is known
throughout Colombia as "The/lace of
the O vnis(UFOs)". It is repone that on
any given night, large illuminated craft
descend from the skies to hover over the
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village for hours at a time. Sometimes
they 1and and seem to disappear into the
ground. The residents of the village keep
themselves to themselves, but are reputea
to have fantastic healing abilities for the
terminally ill. A date iS at the moment
being set for myself to head a camera
team on an expedition to the valley along
with two researchers, one from Canada
and the other from Cartagena in
Colombia who will be our guide.
Funding is being provided by the two
television stations. Although I am very
excited about the trip, it is an extremely
out-of-the-way place we are going to, set
deep in tropical forestry - and I can't
stand spiders and all the other creepy
crawlies that hang out in tropical forests.

cigar shaped UFO came close to landing
at Buenos Aires airport at 8:24 am on
Monday, July 31st 1995. As stunning as
this may sound, over a thousand people
witnessed the strange object fly m low
over the main runway as a DC-10 was
coming in to land. Within a moment the
object had moved alongside the DC-10
and the pilot radioed in that he was losing
controf over the aircraft systems and
power was failing. All this time, radar
control was watching another three
objects in close vicinity seemingly
homing in on the cigar shaped craft.
While the pilot was fighting for control
of the planes systems, the terrified
passengers watched as the object drew
very close, then moved off to hover again
over another section of the airport.

AMERICAN RESEARCHERS
A Truth Seekers Review in Spanish
is currently under preparation, although
differing in content and structure to the
British version, it will carry the same
message and be mainly targeted at the
uninformed peoples of Colombia and
other Spanish speaking countries. Also in
the pipeline is a Truth Seekers Network
Magazine USA, which is under discussion
with some American researchers for
participation in its creation. These
magazines will run in conjunction with
the Truth Seekers Review, but will be
centered on the areas they are aimed at.
Of course, any special articles
featured in one will be featured in the
other magazines. It is also hoped that in
each group contacted, at least one
member will be a liaison for the Truth
Seekers Research Network. So far, a
good number of people have volunteered.
MEXICO PROJECT
Featuring prominently is the Mexico
Project. I am working on ideas for a one
month trip to Mexico City. Working in
conjunction with a Mr. J atme Maussan, a
Mexican television news presenter, a plan
is being set for a T rudi Seekers Video
documentary of the spectacular and on
going sightings of low flying UFOs in
and around Mexico City and nearby
Puebla. Another project I am sure will
yield some excellent research will be a
two week trip to Puerto Rico planned for
November of this year. A targeted area
of investigation is the infamous El Cayuz
mountain, reputedly hollowed out and
containing a super-massive extraterrestrial
base and spaceport. All details for up and
coming projects and on going research
will be printed in future issues. Until my
next update, here are some recent news
reports from Argentina and the USA.
NEWS REPORTS FROM THE USA
AND ARGENTINA
Investigation is currently underway
in Buenos Aires due to the fact that a

The systems and power of the plane
returned to normal and the pilot landed
the DC-10 safely. Shocked staff at the
airport then watched as an arc of
electricity seemed to shoot down from
the object resulting in a temporary
electrical blackout of the airport. Radar
control lost sight of the other three
objects. The UFO was then seen to
move away at high speed.
Approximately one hour later, the
whole electrical grid of Buenos Aires
went down for almost 45 minutes.
Power company officials reported that
the unusual failure was under
investigation. It has been made known
that die UFO was video filmed and
photographed, but as yet the footage and
photographs have not surfaced.

Other News:
Police officers from different states
in the USA have started a campaign to
find out the truth about abductions of
American citizens by extraterrestrials.
The officers, numbering almost five
hundred are enlisting the help of other
colleagues to lobby senators in congress
for a full investigation of abducuons.
Officer Orlandez of the Minnesota State
Police had this to say - "There is cause for
alarm at the amount of reports we are
receiving from citizens who say they are
being taken during the night aboard a
spacecraft and subjected to a brutal
examination by manus like creatures.
Many of the reports filed have
corresponding details, and can be
compared with reports from other
states .. ". When questioned about
whether or not he be1ieved in UFOs and
aliens, he commented - "Whether I
believe in them or not is not the issue
here, something is happening to our
citizens, and tliey are calling on the
authorities for help 1 how can we ignore
that? Some of the ViCtims are children as
young as four years old, and have been
found to have small puncture marks on
their bodies." A group of New York

Police Department officers have
suggested a booklet be officially issued
illustrating the types of extraterrestrials
involved m the abductions, and where
abductees can contact special abduction
trauma help lines for assistance.
The media has taken an interest in
the police action, and further coverage is
to be broadcast on American network
television.

* * * * * * *
If you are interested in writing to
Paul, please send your correspondence to
the British Truth Seekers address at the
beginning of the Review, and it will be
sent on accordingly. Please have your
correspondence weighed for South
America at your local post office for air
mail and the postage {which is usually
£1.20} stamps affixed to a blank envelope.
Thankyou.

~
Rainbows End
Shop & Cafe
Enllghtelmg Books
Complblentary Art
Crystals
Music

21 YNYYSMEURIG ROAD
ABERCYNON, MID GLAMORGAN
TEL 01443 - 742417
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TEL STUART FOR PRICES
AND SIZES. (01225) 873655
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nczm 8ig Srothczr Thrczat
A new Ministry Of Defence
establishment is being built on the
outskirts of Bristol. It's size is immense
and it's true J?Urpose secret. People who
are constructmg it have been tola that it
is a new intelligence gathering
headquarters, but this has perplexed them
because they have also been involved in
the construction of a massive bunker
underneath the building which some say
is connected to a large tunnel system
which exists in Bristol. This bunker
utilises a huge concrete dish shape to
absorb nuclear shockwaves. How this
works we are not exactly sure.
I took a drive up to Filton in Bristol
recently to see the establishment known
as Abbey Wood. After passing the
Hewlett Packard factory I drove
downhill towards the site. I could not
believe my eyes. The site and it's
buildings were immense- all with very
modern design, all with reflective
windows. The road layout has already
been designed to accommodate the needs
of the traffic which will enter this site two extra lanes have been added to take
the peak time surges.
I stopped off at the gatehouse and
was met oy a Group 4 company security
guard. I asked him could I take photo's of
the site and he replied that
I could
not as it was a prohibited
place for fhotography,
~
although had seen no
signs saying such. I
,
asked him the purpose of
the facility and he said that he could
not say as it was a secret. I asked him if he
knew what the purpose was, and he
replied that he did.

funded by the taxpayer. Still it seemed
that no expense had been spared in the
construction of these headquarters - and
so much of them!
So what was the purpose of this
facility? A little research with newspapers
and a few contacts I have in the MOD
revealed the purpose - it was indeed a
new intelligence gathering headquarters,
but not the usual kind that the MOD
operate - against enemies - this site was
designed to gather intelligence on sources
inside the UK, you and I.
INTELLIGENCE CENTRE
The vast arrays of computers which
will be installed inside the reflective grey
building will be designed to take any type
of information about any sort of activity
and store this on file. It is not known at
this point what type of activity would
rate high enough to be classed as
subvers1ve and worthy of note to a
human operator but it suspected that as
this is an intelligence centre used to spy
on the people of the UK, the criminality
thresholds could be changed to suit the
secret government in war.s we know
little aoout. Big brother wlil soon be on
line...
When somebody has committed a
crime you would expect their details to
be held on computer. The purpose
of these computers IS to
take tne already
11 ,
J lA
available data
V Vj
an d ad d t o
anything and
everything that
can possibly be
known about a
person and build a profile. All of this to
guess probable dubious activities that the
person is up to before he has infact
committed any crime.
This is what intelligence gathering
is all about - to build a profile or picture
of a situation or person before they
commit any actions. In other words to
spy on a person until they do something
wrong, but in an electronic sense. Non
payment of fines, perhaps late pa}'ment of
bills whilst unusual amounts of money
are transferred into his bank account. Are
these the things that this new intelligence
centre will be able to watch for- taKing a
grand view of all the computer systems of
the UK and merging the tnformation in a
super brain?
As the Chief Inspector of South
Wales Police said recently when
questioned as to his thoughts of closed
circuit TV cameras being an invasion of
privacy ,he responded, "People are only
free to do what they want to do whilst
they are not breaking the law. These
cameras make sure they do not break the
law.". Whilst he is of course correct about
the not breaking the law part he the

Jibbe

BUNKER
A fellow security guard walked up
and I asked the question - do you know
about the underground bunker complex
beneath the building? The second
security guard blurted out "Oh yes the
bunker, oh why? What do you need to
know." I said "Oh there IS a bunker
then." The first security guard had glared
at the second and the second then chose
to reply "Ah yes well we can't talk about
it really." The first guard then added
"You will need to speak to the rress
officer for the site. We cant tel you
anything further." I bid both men a good
day and arove out of the site.
I found a good vantage point on the
nearby hill and started to taKe photo's of
the buildings. I wondered at now much
money the MOD had spent on this site
with It's fountain pools, which separate
the buildings from the car park, and the
foot-bridge over the pool which all
employees will have to walk in order to
gain entry to the building. It was an
architects dream and all of the luxury

'oOd

attitude seems to be one that shows an
intent to watch a persons private affairs
without his knowing in order to make
sure they do not breaK laws. How far will
the}' go in this task? Where do we draw
the line of civil liberties for privacy- are
all our affairs to be known to the state for
our own benefit?
It seems this way with the American
NSA (National Security Agency), there
are no boundaries that cannot be crossed
in order to check up on what American
citizens are doing, all in order to keep the
law upheld. The spying can include
random or total scanning of phone calls
for offending conversations through
listening for keywords - the inspection of
all electronic data communications for
similar offending articles and the
inspection of bank accounts and other
electronic data for clues as to a persons
activities. Letters can be opened and
personal materials such as medical files or
bank accounts can be scanned without
your giving permission.
All of this has been proven recently
including the NSA's ability to tap the
phone conversations of people of other
countries from the United States through
satellite technology. The information
gathered via this spying was not just used
to catch criminals but to supply helpful
information to American ousmesses as
"tip off's" in order to better American
traae. This is not the stuff of fiction as
these things have been documented and
were recently included as the subject of a
documentary on about secrecy shown on
British TV.
I for one am not happy to know that
the eyes and ears of military staff will be
turned towards my every move and
computers calculating my level of
subversion and appearances at the wrong
places. One has to wonder when the
computer will decide I am too much of a
threat and suggest my file be deleted?
Computers are good at such cold
calculations!
CAVERNS
Bristol has long been seen as a centre
of controversy wlien it comes to secret
information. Caverns which exist
beneath the city have been used for
many years now to house the countries
most sensitive defence files; Is it these
tunnels that connect to the Abbey Wood
site? One source I have spoken to told
me that a few years ago there was a
concern from residents of central Bristol
that some sort of under_ground mining
was taking place. Nothmg was proven
and yet people continually complained of
drilling and "booming" sounds coming
from beneath their ground of their
houses. I understand that these things
have also been reported in other parts of
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the UK also.
There are rumours of military
intelligence having a centre in Bristol ana
their being involved in murders of
defence industry staff in the Bristol area
and elsewhere. These staff were for very
small reasons considered a security risk,
mainly because they seemed to know too
much (Ref. the book 25 Mysterious
Deaths in the Defence Industry). There
also exist numerous secret offices of
defence importance around the Bristol
area such as a Navy Secret Operations
headquarters in Clifton. Their exact
purpose is unknown.
Who will be employed at this MOD
facility? Will employees who have
previously worked in secret offices
around Bnstol suddenly accumulate at
this new site or will the locals benefit
from new jobs to be created? I guess not
as everyone who will work at the new
site will have to have been tried and
tested for oath keeping and will need
security clearance. Security clearances
take years to get and I estimate the
capacity of the buildings to be able to
hold atleast 5000 workers. This is no
small site and no small task for those who
need to "Security Vet" new staff.
One could also ask the question is
this site infact a modern replacement for
the crumbling army barrack buildings
~h~t house the listening haven GCHQ? If
1t 1s t~en one could expect many of the
secunty clear~d per~onnel to be moying
to the new Bnstol site - and once agam at
the taxpayers expense.
One thing that amazes me is the
abi_lity of the militarY to get the money to
build such a luxunous sne, such as this,
when so much money is needed
elsew~ere. It smacks of a special privilege
conspuacy in the respect that tliis is the
second such luxurious site to be built for
the military recently. The other site was
the new MIS (Mihtary Intelligence 5)
headquarters which had 238 Million spent
on the latest mod cons and fasliion
elements - to reward the UK' s finest. Yes
I did say 238 Million (ref. Daily Mirror
given leaked document 3 Jan. 1994). I
suspect at least this amount if not more
has been spent on this site- and that's just
on the oven ap_pearance of it!
As more facts around this ominous
site emerge we will bring them to you.
We are sure the news will not be gooo.
The official comment has now come
forth that the site is to house 6000
workers. 600 will be new recruits all the
rest are having home removals to work at
the site. The bunker is classed as no
comment and it is claimed that no
sensitive work will be carried out at the
site. E~en ~hough the site officialy starts
operatwn m 1996 there are people who
are in situ and working already.

Matthew Williams

INVEifiGAfiON...
What is the mystery in Hafren Forest?
by Margaret Fry
Hafren Forest is located between
Llanidloes and Newtown in Powys, Mid
Wales. A mystery leaflet came to be sent
to David Moncur a very enthusiastic
UFO and Governmental suppression
in~estigator based in Edinburgh. He
bemg a true blooded Scot received this
Welsh Nationalist leaflet perhaps because
of_the Celtic common ground. However,
thlS leaflet contained information which
immediately set in motion his detective
hounding instincts. As I live in Wales he
contacted me.
This is what I have gleaned from
David so far. In a later conversation I was
told that this leaflet was sent to him by a
Anthony Verney from Kent, nor directly
with the Welsh Nationalists. It seems that
the villagers of Llanidloes had been seeing
mystery lights over the Hafren Forest
area, which is large - some 12,000 acres.
There after this occurred in 1984, the
villagers were curious and went into the
forest to investigate.
GURKHAS
On three sepparate occasions the
were mystified, amazed and
fnghtened when Gurkhas with kukri
knlVes brandished at them told them to
leave immediately. The second occasion
there were what seemed to be SAS men
who rough handled them and told them
to leave the area, this was in 1989. On the
third occasion CND members which
included Mrs. Andy Scrayce went in
with Geiger counters to check for nuclear
fall out. They felt that there had to be a
nuclear base there, but these tests proved
negative. They too were sent away and
were too roughly shoved off.
What they were all going to see or
examine was a large cleanng in the forest
that has two concrete bases {judging from
the photographs which David' Moncur
took). One has a substantial wooden
structure built over it which goes to a
point in eight struts. This is quite curious
as there as it has no roof or walls at the
si~~s, it is quite open. Why _would secret
nulnary personnel be guardmg this from
1984 onwards? For it appears that from
Day to Dar. they suddenly appear and are
quite hosttle to people, even the odd
forest worker who strays into the area! So
what is the sinister secret this structure
holds?
The Red Lion pub, Llanidloes locals
all have their theories, including the
managers and owners of the pub. They all
seem to think it may be a British
Aerospace experiment. Two- they think
vi~lagers

it may be a submarine communications
operation. Three - it could be the
entrance to. a secret u11:derground base,
but where 1s the openmg? Four -with
reference to the UFO lights seen over the
area, could a UFO have crash landed at
that spot, and did the secret government
decid~ to concrete very thickly over that
spot m order to avoid contamination of
some form to people? Is this why people
are shoved off, because the area might
still be harmful to their persons?
But then why would these secret
organisations and areas of Government
give a hoot about people being
contaminated, when there are constant
secret leaks in nuclear power stations
which are rigorously hushed up. Childre~
- our future generation have got
leukaemia due to their fathers working in
these establishments, but the fathers
themselves have now got cancer due to
their work. Some have gone to coun, but
no one ever wins agatnst the present
ruthless money and power crazy
Governments of this world.
Judges, magistrates, everybody is
silenced by these unknown, totally
powerful silent ones. Then these smooth
tong_u~d lying politicians come on
televlSlon and assure a largely gullible
public that there is no danger what-soever, and Nuclear Power station bosses
with a huge vested interest in the
industry, lie through their teeth and are
equally reassuring.
No, my Ufologist friends and seekers
of the truth, these concrete blocks and
tick wooden structures seem to me a layperson, to harbour something far more
sin~ster than a secret nuclear power
stauon.
From the 5 A4 size coloured photo
copies of photographs which Mr. David
Moncur Kindly sent me, I have carefully
noted that the very thick wooden
structure is reinforced with steel
substantial steel, there is a curious smalle;
box attached to the main pointed one. A
white circle in the thick concrete base
outside the this structure has the letters
AZIMUTHS printed on it and curiously
0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and so on to 210, 200,
230, 240, 340, 350 and Zero degrees.
Stranj;e.
S<;>l~iers ha~ apparently been target
pract1s1ng agatnst some of the wood
struts, as some spent bullets were found
by Mr. David Moncur near the bases.
Margaret Fry is the founder member
of the Welsh Feoeration of Independant
Ufologists and is looking to hear from
any groups wishing to help with UFO
investigauons. Please contact her at Frys
Croft, -rare Aelas, Llangernyw, Clwyd,
North Wales. LL22 8PJ. Tel (01745)
860537.
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VHE LID BDUC'riON ~ KPEBIENCE
If the UFO phenomenon has a
message for humanity, or even simply a
meaning, it can be revealed only through
such interactions as it chooses to
inaugurate with individuals of our race.
There is no equality in such enforced
meetings, for the power relationships are
overwhelmingly unilateral and generally
humiliating to the human,
incomiJrehensioly herded like a farm
his captors. His P.rivacy, both
animal
physica and mental, is likely to be
violated with neither the courtesy of
explanation nor the assurance of
benevolence. This ruthless disrespect for
human dignity is the surest indication of
the true character of the abductors,
though there do seem to be some whose
attituae does them more credit.
Small wonder, then, that the
abduction experience is invariably
traumatic in some degree, so that Jacques
Vallee has stigmatised the whole
apparatus as the feedback loop of a
control system whose purposes are
as opaque as they are questionable.
There is always, however, the
possibility that in many cases,
especially those carried out solely
by the small bug-eyed creatures
generally perceived as callous
and non-empathic, the
executors of the abduction
may in fact be merely the
android or robotic agents of
those in overall control.
The reported
reactions of victims must
be interpreted in the
light of the experiences
claimed. Orwell has
shown that it is quite
possible to learn to
love Big Brother
despite or even
perhaps because of
the fact that he
has tortured you,
and
the
perceptions of
abductees like
Whitley
Strieber that
t h e i r
tormentors
are In essence
good should be
viewed with considerable
suspicion. Mental resistance is
possible, it seems, and should be
maintained throughout the/eriod of
subjugation, while support an therapyd
such as have been offered by Bud<
Hopkins, may subsequently be 1?-eeded.
It seems to me that abductions may
take place at either of two levels, which I
have tentatively labelled 'objective' and
'subjective', though the division is not

br

always absolute. I describe as 'objective'
the reality of an abduction which takes
place in time and space as we normally
experience them and where the presence
of a UFO is observed, preferably by
more than one witness. 'Subjective'
abduction occurs when the event takes
place wholly or mainly within the reality
oimension of the UFO, which it appears
able to project downwards in a 'cone of
silence', ~roducing what is sometimes
called an Oz effect'. The abduction of
Villas-Boas [famous abduction case· easy to
look up in reftrence books· ED]would thus
be classified as wholly objective, while
that of Schirmer ceased to be so when he
encountered the landed ufonauts and was
translated into their reality.
Since these early cases, the tendency
seems to have been a movement away
from objective abductions and towards
an increasing use of the subjective tfpe.
Though the physical effects o an
objective abduction may, as we have seen,
be quite severe, the residue of a
subjective abduction is likely
to be
mainly
psychological,
though

n o n e
t h e
1 e s s
traumatic.
t h e
Close encounters of
fourth kind (CE4s), as abduction cases are
called, often occur during a series of less
intimate contacts in which UFOs and

sometimes also their occupants, are
observed without an abduction
occurring (CE3s). A concentration or
'flap' of UFO events, such as struck the
Brazilian island of Colares in 1977, may
assume epidemic proportions, and ten
years later a similar, tliough fortunately
less intensive and virulent, infestation
happened in the isolated Florida
community of Gulf Breeze.
According to Donald M. Ware of the
Mutual UFO network (MUFON), 68
reports from 135 witnesses were filed
there in the space of six months,
describing 9 time lapse occurrences, 6
attacks by raralysing blue beams and 4
sightings o alien beings. The principal
witness to this series oi events and jomt
author with his wife Frances of a book
(Walters E. & F. 1990) describing the
sufferings of himself and his loyal,
supportive family, was a master builder
named Ed Walters, who was able to
secure many remarkable photographs of
the UFOs concerned. Timothy Good
~Good ed. 1990) describes his work as
undoubtedly the most important book
on the subject for years", and declares
that he "was impressed by the integrity of
the witnesses" on his visit to the town in
1989.
MUFON conducted a thorough
and protracted investigation
with the full co-operation of
the Walters family and
obtained expert evidence to
validate the authenticity of
the photographs, which show
several types of craft all
sharing a resemblance to rather
baroque types of lampshade. He
even managed to obtain pictures
including the blue beam striking
down from it. According to Walter
H.Andrus, MUFON's international
director, "on or before November 11
1987, the intelligence behind the UFOs
implanted a tiny communication device
within Ed's head, whereby they could
communicate by voice or a humming
sound to alert him to the proximity of
their craft ... On May 1 1988, when Ed
was rendered unconscious by a white
beam of light ... the implant was
probably surgically removed, thus
ending his UFO experience." Walters
found that he had scars to bear witness
to this surgery.
His persecutor was of the commonly
reported USA type made famous by
Whitley Strieber, with big black eyes ana
in its hand a glowing silver rod
analogous to a 'magic wand'. He drew
back the blinds one night to find such a
creature staring at h1m through the
window glass, and on another occasion
was out driving his truck when five of
them beamed successively down on to
the road ahead of him and began to
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march in a 'lock-step' towards him,
moving their wands up and down in
unison like subalterns on a parade. Ed,
very sensibly, did not wait to see what
they wanted. He reversed his tmck and
managed to escape, though he was
eventually captured and intends to seek a
hypnotic recovery of the memories from
tlie time lost during his abduction.
Apart from the obvious mental
suffering which Ed and his family
courageously endured, most of the
contacts he describes in his book
remained at the level of objective physical
reality. When he saw a UFO others saw
it too, and both Ed and his wife were
zapped by the blue beams. The robotic
behaviour of the entities marching on the
road raises doubts of their autol).omy as
conscious beings - they were perhaps no
more than android slaves of the actual
intelligence perceived as directing the
course of events. When Alfred Burtoo
entered the landed UFO on the canal
side at Aldershot (Good T. 1987), he did
so at the invitation of small robotic
creatures and his only verbal
communication was with a disembodied
voice, just as was that of Ed Walters.
Another objective case is that of
Travis Walton of Snowflake, Arizona,
felled in 1975 by a blue beam from a
UFO in full view of his fellow foresters,
who fled into the woods. On their return
there was no sign of Travis, whom they
were then suspected of having murdered.
He returned, however, six days later,
claiming to have been captured by bugeyed ufonauts and dumped several miles
away (Sachs 1980). Sin1ilarly, in 1978 Jan
Wolski, a Polish farmer who had never
heard of UFOs, was lifted from his
horse and cart at Emilcin and
taken through a 'tube' to a
'bus in the sky'
Ill full

reality. Communicative, often to the
point of didacticism, their aim appears to
be mainly one of indoctrination,
esrecially in the case of the A veley
abauction which, although it took place
on October 27 1974, was not investigated
until three years later. A full account of
this imfortant case as reported by the
origina investigators has oeen rublished
onfy comparatively recently (UFOIN
1990) and I readily acknowledge my debt
to this very detailed report. Evidentially,
it is especially significant in hat the two
adults abducted together were each able
to confirm the other's story, in this first
British abduction to unlock through
hypnosis the hidden stores of memory.
John and Sue Day were Londoners,
east enders from Stratford, living in a
semi-detached house at Aveley, Essex.
John, aged thirty-two, had served an
apprenticeship as a joiner and carpenter
working in the building industry, while
his wife Sue had workea as an accounts
clerk until her marriage at the age of
seventeen, eleven years previously. Their
three children and their Vauxhall estate
car were also abducted, but played no
significant part in the affair.
The Days were returning from a visit
to relatives and expected to be home by
22.20 to see a play on television. They left
Harold Hill at 21.50 and, since the
journey was one of only twenty minutes,
expected to arrive home in time for the
play. As they drove along they noticed
that an oval, bluish light like a big star
seemed to be following them and decided
it must be a UFO. John expressed
surprise that on what was normally on a
Sunday night a busy road, they
encountered no traffic at all
in either direction. After a
while, they became aware
that the only sound in the
car was coming from the
radio - neither the usual
sounds from the engine
nor from the tyres on
COI;lSC!ousness,
the road were to be
heard. Suddenly they
g 1 v e n a
p h y s i c a I
ran into a thick bank
of fog, dense, green
examination and
allowed to
andabouteight
remember the
feet high. The
whole episode in
radio oegan to
full detail. Social
crackle and emit
scientists at the
smoke, so John
university of Lodz
pulled out its
found liis story
power lead.
credible. (Randles
Then all the
1988)
lights went
After the horrors of
,,,....-·...out but still
Brazil and the bug-eyed
~·
t h e c a r
little monsters of lie USA,
careered onwards.
one is glad to find that here
.
The fog seemed to provide
in England we seem to
.a sort of light but they felt very
encounter a much better class
···
cold and experienced tingling sensations;
of UFO entity, taller and more
everything around was eerily silent.
Fortunately the children on the back seat
considerate, willing to spare abductees
the painful consequences of physical
were still asleep.
contact by arranging suojective
Suddenly there was a jolt as though
encounters on ethereal planes of alternate
the car was passing over a hump-backed

bridge, the fog had gone and the car was
running normally. then they reached
home they switched on the television
only to find that the time was 1 a.m. ana1
three hours were missing from their lives.
They were very tired next day, but
seemed to be suffering no other aftereffects and the children went to school as
usual. But within a few weeks John
suffered a nervous breakdown, which
with hindsight can perhaps be attributed
to information overload during his
abduction. He was unfit for work for
almost a year, but eventually found
employment helping mentally
handicapped people.
Gradually tlie attitudes and life-style
of the family underwent a change,
presumably as a result of what had been
an arocalyptic if mainly subliminal
experience. They became vegetarians and
non-smokers, drank alcohol rarely and
became very anxious about conserving
the environment. They also abandoned
orthodox medicine ana adopted a much
more permissive attitude towards their
children. At the same time they
encountered at home a number of
poltergeist type phenomena and were
haunted late at night by a humming
noise. John and Sue also began to have
dreams involving what is now recognised
as a standard abduction syndrome and
realised through mutual discussion that
they were sharing the same drean1. Over
the I?ast dozen years John had
expenenced four UFO sightings prior to
their abduction, but it should be
emphasised that none of his previous
UFO sightings or information related to
abductions. Then a chance reading of an
article in a 1977 newspaper made him
decide to report his experiences to a
ufologist group.
The principal investigation was
carried out and written up by Andy
Collins of UFO IN, though a number of
other people were also involved. He
arranged for John two hypnosis sessions
with Dr. Leonard Wilder, a dental
surgeon with twenty years' experience of
the technique. Memories which had
presented themselves as dreams now
emerged in much greater depth during
the hypnosis, which seemed to have
triggered a more comprehensive rrocess
of conscious recall. During this both John
and Sue claimed to have been exposed by
their abductors to a form of teaching
apparatus, an incident which Sue
described as "having the contents of an
encyclopaedia pumped into your head all
in one go. "lolin said he had complained
that the in ormation was being fed out
too quickly, but had been told: "Don't
worry. It is all being remembered by
your mind." This was apparently so, for
he eventually produced for the
investigators a remarkably detailed and
coherent information structure. Sue
admitted that she had been unable to
absorb most of the material offered to her
in this way, though she readily confirmed
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particulars of the events said to have
happened inside the UFO.
One of the most interesting of these
is the perception they both had of their
physical bodies lying slumped in the car,
wliich they observed below them from a
balcony in the hangar into which the
vehicle and its occupants were said to
have been hauled up a shaft of white
light. This use of a tractor beam is not
uncommon, while the separation of
consciousness from the physical body
suggests that their whole recall of the
abduction had the character of an out of
the body experience (OBE), also
commonly reported in a vanety of
contexts to parapsychologists, and took
place therefore in an alternative reality.
OBEs involve the transfer of
consciousness from its normal location in
the physical body into another, identical
seeming, body of more tenuous material,
compatible with the level of reality to
which it belongs. It is sometimes said
that most dreaming takes place in such a
rarefied body, in which travel to other
locations is also possible. The complexity
and range of the account given by John
and Sue of their contacts with the UFO
occupants is probably unique in its depth
~nd prec~sion, sugg~sting also someti~es
Implicauons of which the protagomsts
themselves were often unaware. Much of
it resembles at a number of points the
similarly apocalyptic encounter described
seven years previously by Sergeant
Schirmer1 who might well have told more
than he aid had not the discourteous and
insensitive treatment he received from
the Condon investigators inhibited him.
The abductors of John and Susan Day
were willing, even anxious, to
communicate a lot of information about
themselves, their origins and their

intentions. We shall examine carefully
and consider critically what these
informants were told by the ufonauts,
while reminding ourselves that the
honesty of our witnesses is not in itself a
sufficient guarantee of the truth of their
testimony.
John was told that the ufonauts
communicated among themselves
entirely by tele.Pathy, expressing ideas
and emotions directly without he need
for intervention by any linguistic system,
but that when they addressed humans
they did so by scanning their mental
operations and selecting from them the
lexis and syntax necessary to produce
well formed and intelligible statements.
In the same way, they were able to
adjust the image of themselves as
perceived by humans so as to appear to
them in any way that suited their
purposes. Even the UFO itself could
become invisible b{ the projection of a
powerful electrica field wliich would
distort the light rays around it. This
technigue could also be used to present
bewildering holographic images of any
desired form of visual illusion, which
would certainly account for the frequent
reports of multiple fission and merging
by UFOs. At the individual level,
however, it calls into question inferences
we may have made from descriptions of
UFO entities if these are merely
situationally appropriate presentations. It
might also suggest an explanation for the
quite different oescriptions given of what
were presumably tlie same entities by
three women abducted sinmltaneously by
the same UFO in Shropshire on 16 July
1981.
Viv Hayward saw ugly little bugeyed monsters while Valerie Walters
encountered beings six feet tall with
shoulder length hair
and blue eyes, while
Rosemary Hawkins
spent her time with
faceless metallic
robots. (Randles 1988)
These mind-reading
powers of the
ufonauts could also
account for he origin
of the extra-terrestrial
hypothesis (ETH),
since the first
contactees expected
aliens to have come
from outer space and
the ufonauts,
becoming aware of
this expectation,
produced it as an
acceptable story
whicli they may since
have felt obliged to
maintain. John's
ufonauts were six and
a half feet tall and
accompanied by odd
looking creatures four
feet tall, which

assisted with the medical examinations
and were said to be devoid of telepathic
powers. (It seems to be the case that
when tall beings are encountered, either
alone or accom.Panied by smaller
subordinate entities, they are usually
presented as benevolent ano
communicative, whereas small beings
alone tend to appear as taciturn, callous
and suspiciously android.) The UFO craft
was described as having three distinct
levels, the top one being an oval control
room forty feet in length, reached by a
vertical ascent in an anugravity tube such
as that described by Heroert Schirmer.
There were four seated ufonauts
around a crescent shaped unit with panels
over which they were continually
passing their hands, for the operation of
the craft was said to be controlled by an
organic computer responsive to
telepathic commands. The possession by
a culture of organic electronics woulO
obviously increase the likelihood that
such tech.D.ology would also be applied to
the creation of androids. The otlier levels
of the craft contained rest rooms and
sleeping quarters, at least five on each
level, except for the lowest one, which
was the huge hangar into which the
Days' car had been teleported. There
seems to have been so much space inside
what seems to have been at least an
interplanetary or interdimensional
machme that it mar well have been some
kind of topologica singularity, insofar as
it would seem to have been larger inside
than out, which could only be possible if
in some way it spanned dimensions so
that only a part of it was actually
materialised at a time in our terrestrial
space-time reality.
The small subordinate entities were
referred to as being, like John himself,
"of a different period of time", which he
interpreted as meaning that they came
from a different planet to the taller
beings. John's tacit acceptance of the
ETH here caused him to translate a
specifically temporal reference into a
spatial one because that fitted in with his
preconceptions. It is therefore not
surprising that he could make nothing of
his abductor's reference to humans as
"static units" who were "linear
inhabitants" of the planet Earth. By
"linear", however, the ufonaut woulo
seem to be referring to the human
perception of progress through time,
namely in a straight line from birth to
death. Beings whose locus through spacetime is confined to this linear mode
would necessarily be seen as "static"
compared with otliers who were able so
to manipulate their space-time coordinates as to be able to move freely
between alternative dimensions.
His captors told John that for
thousands of years they had been known
as "The Watchers" and had planted
inhabitants on many planets controlling
their evolution by selective breeding and
direct genetic intervention to develop
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intelligent awareness. They claimed, in
fact, to be the ancient astronauts of the
Winged Serpent we heard about in
Ashland, Nebraska, to be virtually
immortal and not to reproduce their
kind. "We do not have children," Sue
Day was told. "We reproduce through
you; you are our children."
On April 2 1980 another woman,
Aino Ivanoff, was driving along a road in
Pudasjarvi, Finland, when her car was
suddenly surrounded by mist. The next
thing she knew was that she found herself
on a table, undergoing a medical
examination by small entities who
remarked that they were unable to beget

shown star maps, our own solar system
and patterns of energy lines covering
planets with power sources the UFOs
could tap but which humanity no longer
knew how to use. He was particularly
impressed by a holographic view of the
mined planet on which, in the far distant
past, the Watchers claimed to have
originated.
It showed a city of curious conical
stmctures against a background of hills
and mountain ranges, with a hooded
figure in the foreground holding a red
and yellow sphere. He was asked to come
forward and touch the sphere. He did so
and experienced a strange sensation,

ridicule is said to be their principal
technigue, so that we had better consioer
carefully how much of John's
reminiscences we can accept. He was told
that Jesus was given by the Watchers
paranormal powers and insights with
which to change Mankind, but the
attempt failed because the message
became cormpted. They advocate peace,
toleration and non-violence, John said,
but if their message is not heeded they are
prepared to demonstrate their devotion
to these ideals by destroying every living
thing on the planet by means of natural
disasters. They say they have done this
before,Jossibly refernng to the flood
survive by Noah, or as the Sumerians
knew him, Ziusudra. They do not want
to do this because it would constitute a
retrograde step in their own spiritual
evolution.
Whether these or perhaps other
Watchers have maintained their alleged
policy of refraining from contact with
terrestrial governments remains an open
question, but one we shall attempt to
examine in due course.

Rudloe Manor
Exclusive.
See page 31 for photo's of Rudloe
Manor Site 1 & 2 from the air. Site 21f
the malo part of the shot with site 1
viewable north of the feint lloe (upper
left of lower picture).

children of their own. (Randles 1988)
Since then, of course, Budd Hopkins and
others have reported many cases of
abductions in which it appears that
genetic material was taken from
abductees allegedly in furtherance of
some inter-species breeding project,
usually by entities perceived as of the
small, bug-eyed variety made famous by
Whitley Strieber, and who always seem
quite mthless and devoid of emotiOns.
The beings who abducted John and
Sue, however, although conducting
p~ysical. examinations of an apparently
ruagnosuc nature, seem not to have made
any such surgical interventions. Their
intention was apparently to implant in
their hostages information which would
alter their psychic configuration so as to
develop attitudes they deemed desirable
for the whole of mankind, in which
indeed they seem to have been successful.
From his mdoctrination by the teaching
machine John consciously recalled being

feeling also that this was a special
privilege he had been _granted. Sue had
the same experience, also touching what
she felt to be a sacred obj. ect located in a
kind of shrine. She recal ed being told at
that time: "This is the seed of life1 our
past and your future, our whole
existence. Accept this from us for
yourself, your children and your fellow
kind." Was there also, one wonders,
some similarly apocalyptic and solemn
moment at the heart of Sergeant
Schirmer's abduction that caused his
experience to stand out in retrospect as
the most significant event in his life?
John felt that the hologram
constituted in some sense a holy thing,
so that both he and Sue received at this
point an apprehension of the numinous
which affected them profoundly. Yet the
religions of the worlo were dismissed by
the Watchers as fables they had been
obliged to invent to prevent humanity
from sinking into an apathy which they

If you look at the sites and their
positions you can clearly see the
scope of the underground tuooels. It Is
oo wonder that they call this bunker
ao underground town. for It Is as big
as one. Who knows how many levels
the tuooels run oo. Figures that I have
heard from Insiders run at 15 miles of
tunnel space. This Is easy to Imagine.
Moles have also revealed to methat
there Is ao lotercoooectlog tunnel
system ruoolog from this site right
the way across to Salisbury Plain, a
massive 82 miles!
Speculation of this site belog used for
UFO reporting has almost been
confirmed but oot yet lo writing. The
site Is also worthy of note as It
employs a nuclear generator which
should be of great Interest to the
locals who know oothlog of this.
Would you like to own one of those
houses above this generator? I wonder
If there have ever been leaks...
Anybody wishing further
Information on how to get to the site
please contact me for au Info pack.
Matthew Williams.
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CROP CIRCLES INVESTIGATION
By Matthew Williams

Our series of articles on the crop circle
phenomena continues with an in depth
telephone interview with a circle
maker: Robert Irving is a well known
name in the little known world of circle
making. He sometimes used the name
Spiderman as a circlemaking alias - in
this is he trying to tell us something of
his style of crop designs? Next issue
we will be featuring another explosive
article but from the crop researchers
point of view. Not to be missed.

Interview with Robert Irving 21·1·95.
MW: I am using a radio mic to tape
the conversation off, is that OK?
RI: And I am coming through in full
stereo .. Yeah I remember those, I think
UBI were going to use one to bug
Terrence Meaden's office.
MW: UBI, who are they?
RI: Oh they were a group called the
United Bureaux of Invesugation or
amongst themselves they were known as
the United Believers of Intelligence.
MW: Oh, right.
RI: John Martineux, Matthew
Watkins and Paul ???????
MW: Oh right I see, because John
Martineux is a bit of a believer isn't he?
RI: Yes, he does come across as a bit
of a believer. He's also been suspected,
called and accused and had the beans
spilled on him about actually making
circles himself. He's never actually
admitted it. Not to anyone other than
his friends anyway.
MW: Right I see. What sort of
occupation are you in then Rob?
RI: It's mixed between photography
and writing. That's about It realiy. My
profession over the last few years, going
back guite a long way to the early
seventies, has been solely photography.
In the last few years it has been writing,
the last couple of years I should say.
MW: Are you some sort of freelance
journalist.

RI: I am listed officially as a
journalist, but I only mention
photography now because I have just
recently been asked to do some more,
sort of come back into the fold, but
mainly right now primarily writing and
researching, but they all kind of
intermingle.
MW: Into the field of crop circles
research?
RI: No not really, I am not into
that ... That would be a bit of a dead end
job (laughs)~ although I. shall make
mention of this when I wnte I suppose
we are closely related. I am writing about
UFOlogists at the moment.
MW: That should be interesting. So
how l~ng have you had you interest in
crop crrcles then?
RI: Since I was, I do have a feint
memory ... I am not sure whether its a
true memory or a false
memory - perhaps something I
subconsciously invented I
should say, of the time when I
used to drive from Horesham
to Bath a lot. This was in the
late 70's or something and I
have a feint memory of seeing
a circle. I should say that
when I eventually did look at
circles they seemed somehow
familiar as if I had seen one
before, perhaps even in
Cheeseford Head in the late
70's. I don't know but then I
went off to America and lived
there for 8 years and when I
came back in 1989 I was sitting
in a bar in Bath and a chap
called Brian Grist came in
excitedly and showed me some
photographs of circles. It was a nice
evening and I and some others shot off
and haa a look at some. I quite enjoy
driving from Bath to Wiltshire. Living in
Los Angeles I was quite used to drivmg
and living in Bath was quite strange
with less roads. In that respect because
there were no real car driving possibilities
I quite enjoyed my little trips to
Wiltshire.
Then one night myself and a friend
were standing on the side of Eastfield,
just starting out into the blackness really,
and we suddenly became aware of this
light, which, I wont repeat details but
basically it was what has been described
by many people as sort of a teardrop
sliape. It seemed to sort of just be there.

It was funny how we became aware of it,
it was almost as if it was waiting for us to
be aware of it before it started to do
things. Then all it basically did was to
suddenly shrink in size and then move off
and stop, then blink out and back on; As
described by many since ... I felt at the
time that it was a complete mystery, and
I still do.

By then I had met Rita Gould and
done some nights cropwatching, and
Dawn had come and we were wandering
down, myself and three others, to
whatever formation was in the field that
year - and we saw a similar light, but this
was in broad daylight. It was coming
down a field down towards T olsmead
Copse. It was in the same field that the
fish circle was in. The fish actually
followed it - we made mention of this
light to the others and it was soon
followed by a massive formation in the
field.
MW: Right so that was your interest
in crop circles.

RI: That was what initially got
myself and Jim Schnabel into decidmg to
find out who was doing these things.
The suspect, which turned out in our
view to be the culprit, was the same
eerson we spoken to about the light
tlaughs).
MW: So about six years of interest
date.

to

RI: Yeah, I would say I was
wandering around the circles in 1989. I
always had an interest in places like
Silbury Hill and the standing stones and I
have a~ways felt kind of drawn to them,
as one IS.
MW: When did your interest in
circlemaking start.
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RI: Well its simply- this, mrself and
others, primarily Jim Schnabe decided
that we should fmd out who was making
them. This is a story that has been
repeated so many times since. As we
discussed last night [a preliminary
tele_phone conversation with myself ED J, with attempts by certain farties to
infiltrate us, which was kind o pathetic
compared to our attempts. In 1991 we
successfully planted ourselves in the
Beckhampton group, which I don't
know if you know of?
MW: Yes I have heard of them, or
that they were in existence at one
nme.
~eard

RI: It has it's important place in
circles history and we oasically looked at
who was surrounding the circles
researches at the time, primarily Colin
Andrews and people like George
Wingfield, we knew it was a bit of an
inside job. We went out to try to catch
them. In the process of doing that, I
think it's a short leap from that to again
wanting to find out, of course, that
aspect of proof.
I mean if you really want to know
how circles are made or what is making
them or who is making them, it's a
incredibly natural progresswn to go into
a field and make one yourself. It's so
blatantly obvious that it is what you
must do if you want to compare the so
called hoax to the so called genuine
formation. In other words to us a genuine
formation is one which we didn't know
the authorship of, if you know what I
mean.
It just became very obvious that, as
Jim put it once, you went from novice to
circlemaker- stomping around the field
making a mess - to supernatural
intelligence in a few short weeks. It's also
a very compulsive thing- for a while you
can hardly go past a wheat field without
having an mcredible urge to go and
flatten some corn. When we dee1ded as
we were on the cusp of being circle
makers ourselves tlien we felt it was
rather hypocritical to be out to catch
hoaxers, we felt more of an allegiance
with the Wiltshire circlemakers really.
At that time Doug and Dave came
out with the Today newspaper story, we
still felt that there was the Wiltshire
circlemakers to find. We felt and still feel
that we found them. They then stopped
immediately, certainly in Wiltshire, and
we basically took over. In the process we
toned down our up and coming
newpaper article which we were going to
put ill of this in, accordingly, and made it
a lot more light heartea. At the time
there was no more interest in expose', the
Independent newspaper weren't going to
run an expose' on Circlemakers a year
after Today newspaper had, so we had to

find a different slant, by which time we
were thoroughly commmed circlemakers
ourselves. We felt that we had to keep
the thing going. (laughs)
MW: What has been positive about
making the circles, and what do you feel
has been negative - have you had
anything positive in making the circles?
RI: I thought you were going to ask
about what has been positive about the
circles being there. I realise it's one of the
same thing. I do firmly believe that what
people consider, or what people think of
when the word cropcircle is mentioned,
is a man made sociological phenomena,
or the result of one. People make them. I
explain it like that because there may well
be something on which it is based,
although I am rather skeptical of that - I
am one of the few people actually who is
rather skeptical about the Tully case for
instance. Whereas someone like Jim
Schnabel aren't.
MW: On a positive level would y-our
making circles benefit anybody in a
positive way?
RI: I would not really make that
claim, I think the real motives for
circlemakers are that it becomes a
compulsion. It's a very enjoyable thing
and one gets a tremendous buzz out of it,
I can see the attraction. I think benefiting
mankind is probably a bit of hogwash
justification for it.
MW: What about the art point of
view?
RI: There is a thing called
obstention, which is basically starting off
with a myth of some sort, or a story of
somekind happening and almost roping
yourself in or creating or becoming part
of something. For example you have the
Men In Black folklore and you may get
individuals who somehow, some way or
other, almost become the phenomena
themselves. Either because people see
them as that or that wliicli may
encourage them to become that. In a way
it is similar with circles. One feels one
knows how they have got there, and one
feels compelled to carry them on. That is
I suppose over and above the fact that it
is fun and exciting stuff doing it, and it's
also a great nocturnal adventure. There
are real pleas!-lr~s being out at night, it's
very ammahsuc for mstance. More so
than perhaps being on top of a hill
watcliing, JUSt being out at night or
driving around. I call it more animalistic
because...
MW: It's more physical ...
RI: Well also, you become aware of
not being seen by other humans, like
animals do.

MW: So it's the stealth aspect that is
interesting.
RI: Yeah, the whole jumble of things
which make it quite fun, but I must say
that the fun wears off after about a year
or so.
MW: Is there anything negative that
you would sar that you feel about it
now, or did fee about it at the time?
Rl: Yes I think as time went on we
started to consider the farmers more and
more. Basically any farmer except the
farmer at Alton Barnes, who nobody
believes is an innocent farmer! That
particular farmer definitely encourages
circles. Your average farmer in
Cambridgeshire is still an unaware
farmer. I think the feeling of harming
the farmer by doing circles does creep up
on you and rises to the surface. However
I think in my case it was the tension of
doing circles that came to the surface
more - rose to such a level that I got
bored of doing them and went on to
other things. Much to the annoyance of
some of my fellow circlemakers by the
way!
MW: I see, OK. So how would you
say that the circlemaking phenomena has
developed then? Do you believe that the
original pictograms were made by
humans or woufd you believe that they
were made by somebody else?
RI: The original pictogram, which
was in wheat in 1990- Chifcombe- was
certainly nothin__g particularly special and
I believe that Doug Bower and Dave
Chorley made it. I have talked to them
about it on numerous occasions and I
have no reason to doubt them. They put
over a very convincing case, but I thmk
it basically picked up from there. What a
brilliant idea to move from circle shapes
to the introduction of straight lines
which turned the circles into pictograms.
Of course before that there were the
cruciforms. Now if you also had a
quintuplet set today this would now be
called a pictogram as well, and no longer
a cruciform.
The 1990, "Alton Barnes" just about
filled it in granite. It was not massive by
todays stanaards, but certainly impressive
at die time. About four or five feet,
offset from the tramline, but going
parallel to it straight down a drill line in
the middle of a natural amphitheatre Eastfield. It also interestingly
corresponds with the fact that Cheeseford
head was getting very difficult to hit I
suppose; The farmer at Cheeseford head,
which is another natural amphitheatre
and perfect place for circles, was going
around with a shotgun frightening away
the researchers. Whether 1t was
deliberate or not, subconscious or
whatever, it was sort of a natural
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progression to move up into Wiltshire;
And Eastfield is an unbeatable spot.

ridiculous. I don't think that the
circlemakers now, none that I know,
really consider researchers. That's gets
boring and finished in 1991. You know
that that would be so foolish because by
all purposes the mysterl finished years
ago. So I don't really cal them hoaxes, I
don't call the circlemakers hoaxers, they
are not hoaxing! They are not going out
of their way to fool people.

That also corresponded with the
Oxford conference in 1990 with Terrence
Meaden. With reference to the Alton
Barnes circle, a few weeks before that I
think this circle had something to do
with this and corresponds with the
Oakdragon - Barbara Davies and Michael
Green met at the Oakdragon camps,
which Polly Carson had on her land, I
think, at the time. Polly Carson was one
of the Eastfield farmers. It also had to
correspond with the formation of the
CCC$.

RI: They are doing it for any number
of reasons.

MW: Do you believe that there is a
genuine phenomena.

MW: What significance would you
see to the patterns that are used.

RI: Well, hmmm. How literal do
you want the answer. Of course there is a
genuine phenomena- but it's possibly a
sociological phenomena. I have seen
swirled circles which I felt at the time
that people had not made. Infact I was
damn sure of it because they appeared in
an airfield that I was about to go into.
They weren't there when we paced the
field an hour earlier but they also,
although they were swirled circles, didn't
bear much ot a similarity or resemblance
to what people consider a crop circle to
be, which is a flat cookie cutter shape.

RI: I would see whatever, like a
painting, like an abstract painting is in
the eye of the beholder.

I think there is a distinction between
what might be caused by some kind of
natural or supernatural method and one
that is made by people. I think the
cookie cutter ones are made by people
and there is little evidence to show
otherwise - evidence which stands up to
scrutiny that is.
MW: So y:ou don't feel that any of
the pictogram formations are genuine?
RI: I think that they are all genuine,
but they are also all made by people. I
have to say that I think people make
genuine formations. When somebody
goes out to make one they care about
what they do, and it is obvious that
people wlio do go out making them do
care about what they do for the most
part. A lot of tender care and attention
goes into them, as is evident. Those are
to me genuine formations, the fact that
they are dowsable doesn't surprise me at
all. A hoax by definition is designed to
fool people and that it not the intention
of circlemakers. However I think that
when Doug and Dave started it was with
the intention to fool people.
"You know this will be a wheeze,
lets do this, people will think this - people
that will feel a flying saucer has landea."
was the general intention. It soon
developed mto something q,uite different,
and nowadays people don t go out and
say, "oh lets put tliis down, people will
think a flying saucer has lanaed , that's

MW: They are just doing it for their
own reasons then.

MW: Is there any key to any patterns
that you have done or are they merely
abstract?
RI: Keys is a 9ood pun, I don't think
so really. I don t thmk that there is
anything that deep involved in them
really. A lot of really famous pictograms
that I know of have been formulateCl in a
pub about half an hour before kick off,
with big arguments. You know, "what
should we do here.". I think a lot of the
stuff last year was ... There is a difference
between going in there and making
something spontaneously and then going
in and domg something according to a
strict plan.
There are people going out doing
both of those and one tends to be rather
incongruous to the other. I think
anything based around the circle is going
to have some sort of flow and mearung to
someone. One could almost put an
argument forward that there are
archetypal shares, nobody has in their
house a piece o paper with the symbols X- Y etc., so in that sense there is no
key. I think it is just what is going to suit
the landscape.
For some peoJ?le the important thing
when making a c1rcle is how it will be
seen from the air. For others it is more
important on how it will be seen from
the ground. I will give you two examples,
the spiders web was obviously designed
to be viewed from the air. There are
other obvious examples, I would say that
the obvious scorpion shape at Devises
was best viewed from the ground
although it did look lovely from the air.
There are some which are placed on
hills, natural locations to be viewed from
the ground, and some which are placed in
very flat fields. Ispton in Oxfordshire,
last year 1994, any photograph that was
taken from the ground of th1s circle was

brilliant. Any photograph taken of this
circle from the air did not do it justice at
all. So it was obviously chosen for its
view from the ground, so who is it aimed
at?
I don't think it is aimed to fool
people, I think they are aimed to inspire
people more. I think that is a good
motivation to do them - knowing that
you are at least going to have people
seeing them. I thinK that's healthy
because it is a surprise, I think people get
excited by surprises.
MW: OK, so obviously because you
believe that most of the pictograms are
not genuine, how do you feel about the
way that research into circles is carried
out?
RI: Well, I believe that all pictograms
are made by people. I thinK the most
active research nowadays have a certain
idea of what is going on and they have
already decided the opposite - that they
are not man made. Anyone who feels that
they could be man made and are fairly
honest with themselves don't star.
researchers for long. That's natura .
People who are acuvelr researching
them now have a vision o what they are
and I don't think research that they do is
going to do that. I think that is a natural
tendency to discover what they are
looking for. So I think if they are
completely independent and completely
scrutinous then they wouldn't come to
the conclusions that they are coming to.
Some of the arguments that are put
forward are very weak if they are put
under independent scrutiny, or any
scrutiny for that matter.
MW: Taking your view that circles
are man made how would you react to
the talked-about scientific research that is
being done at the moment, which has
allegedly turned up anomalies in these
man made circles?
RI: Well if you are talking about the
ones that I beheve to be man made - I
suppose then scientists believe them not
to oe man made ... If they said that they
believed that they were man made and
that they were still getting anomalous
results then that would turn the whole
thing into a right ball of confusion
wouldn't it. You must be talking about
somebody like Dr Levengood's work.
He is the most prominent person
involved at the moment. He is not the
only real scientist who is looking at them
closely although I can't think of any
others right now.
Well, I think that he is a r.erfect
example of what I just said. I don t think
that he is being d1shonest in any way:, I
just feel that he is just surrounded by
people who give him bad information. As
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far as I know he hasn't gone around
himself and he isn't clued up to what is
really going on in Wiltshire, for example.
He seems to get most of his informauon
from people who come to visit for a
short periOd of time.
MW: How could a circlemaker then
explain the phenomena such as bent
stems and blown nodes.
RI: I would say all apparently
anomalous things like those could be
explained artifacts of construction, and
do I think that. Firstly I think that there
are a lot of people that claim bent stems
when in fact they might not be. I know
that some people "pocket" bits of string
that they find in formations and deny
that they ever saw them. I have also seen
people who come out of a circle and state
that all the stems were bent, when it was
quite obvious that they weren't.
Accepting that there are such things
as bent stems, and I don't doubt it for a
moment, I would say that this is still an
artifact of mans doing. I would however
say that is in an arufact that is created
when the stems are green. I am
astonished that some people have seen
bent nodes and called them bent stems.
There is a lot of confusion in this and
these are points that really need to be
addressed. You see, in years of research
nobody has come out and said that the
wheat changes throughout the season - it
starts of very ~plyable, just like any plant,
and it starts off moist; come September or
August it becomes very dry and brittle. I
have seen many peopfe apply one
concept to the other- getting a ury or
brittle stem for instance and then
snapping it and afterwards saying how
coula you bent that, after they have
found a bent stem in a young pliable
formation etc. I have never seen this ker
point, and I keep reading the circular ano
I keep on lookiiig for it!
Through time the plant changes.
This effects any types of forces that were
to be exerted on them, and the
conditions, can change on a weekly basis.
I hear a lot of rubbish about bent stems.
I have seen photo's of bent stems and it
is obviously bent at the node. The reason
it bends up is because it want to get to
the light as this is what the plant thrives
upon. Years ago there was stuff about
crystalline structure changes claimed by
Colin Andrews and his friend at the
Stroud laboratory. What few addressed
was the fact that when you lie a piece of
wheat down on its side in completely
unnatural conditions its goinK to get a
whole different light and heat. If a cloud
passes in front of the sun then the sugar
content of the plant at that level changes.
If the plant is knocked over on its side
then It gets half the sunlight, then
crystalline structure is going to change. In
many cases its convemently half of what

ABOVE: Robert Irving discusses circles with Colin Andrews at the
Roswell Footage Press showing- London 5th May 1995.
it should be. The question is raised by the
circle researchers but the answers are not
sought or even not listened to, because
people - dog-eared people - have
successfully managed to ignore evidence
which would affect their oelief. They are
very religious about their beliefs. And I
use the word religious very carefully and
aptly.
MW: You have experienced strange
lights yourself. How would you connect
t!iat with the pattern which formed in
the same field soon after?
RI: If there is a connection at all I
think it is this. We drew attention to that
field by telling the story and I think that
people went out and did the formation
m that field because of our story. I mean
there were cut stems in that field -cut
with a knife! There were corn dollies
made in the centres, this sort of thing.
Oaughs)
MW: Do you know of any other
occurrences where people may have
talked about things and then had circles
made to match their stories or even
predictions of circles which have
conveniently come true?
RI: Yes. I think also people make
predictions of circles whicli are going to
appear. They are so facile, these
predictions. There was Haddingtons
predictions of frop and snails, all of
which appeared. It s obvious that they
would- the people who surround him
would obviously go out and make them.
That has been established and hasn't been
seriously disputed. The best one ofcourse
was the person from Marlborough who
predictea the Alton Barnes pictogram,

what was her name? I mean, she even
drew it. Peo,Ple near to her went out and
made it. "It s great- Wow, I predicted
that ... " Perhaps this sort of thing goes on
less now.
Another example is that there are
people standing in Knapp Hill car park
and are around watcliing fields and
waiting for something to happen. They
talk amongst themselves about circle
predictions and/eople from the same
group go out an make the circles - they
are making it happen. It's the same story
even now, and everybody knows this.
Even the researchers know this- this is
not the rantings of a sceptic. You
mentioned something about this to me
last night.
MW: Yes that's right. [I referred to
suspicions about who I thought may be
hoaxing this year talked of in the earlier
phone conv. - ED]
RI: It happens in Wiltshire, it
happens in Hull and in Yorkshire everyone knows that two magazine
editors in a similar story to yours are
involved - one person goes round making
the circles and one person photographs
them.
MW: Right. Yes this does go on. Can
we go back to the researchers making
circles thing - can you name any names.
[More people makes circles than people
ex_pect -it s shocking to find this out!ED]
RI: Lets not forget that hoaxers are
people who go out to fool people. There
are many researchers who come into that
category for there are many researchers
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who lie in order to attempt to make their
position seem stronger. They are the
hoaxers · they are trymg to fool people!
then there are the researchers who go out
to Wiltshire on a weekend and hoax their
friends · they give their friends what they
want. They arrive back in the morning
and say "Wow look at this." And they
look at it and then they trumpet that the
circle is genuine and looks really good.
These are the types of people to look out
for · they stick out like a sore thumb.
The thing is going to continue. I
must stress that personally I have got
tired of the subject. I still think it will
continue. I think the people who were
out this year will eventually get tired of
it but it will still continue. My only
reservation is that if you are messing
around in fields at least make it look
good! I mean, there has been some awful
rubbish lately from the very people we
are talking about.
MW: Interesting.
RI: OK I will make a prediction then
· a complete guess now. It might just
illustrate my point. (laughs) I will say two
circles· no hang on ·you say where
then. I will vouch for it.
MW: (laughs) OK1 me say where.
Hmmm. Lets say Cherhill then.
RI: (laughs) OK what, the Cherhill
field. O:k tliere will be two circles- as
your magazine will be out too late this
year this will have to be next year. I will
say then August of next year.
MW: Sliall we predict the shape?
RI: Two circles· I don't know how
yet. Although I must say, oh and I
certainly wont be making it and that's
for sure.
MW: But somebody who ready the
mag probably will.
RI: I reckon somebodx who reads
the mag will, and this wtll make my
point. I think perhaps we should have
the circle as an animal, perhaps a RAT
shape.
MW: Any other predictions for the
future then?
RI: Quote this · it is a complete
mystery to me...

We here at Truthseekersstalwart warriors of secrecy busting
have again been sending shudders
throughout the corridors of Rudloe
Manor. We yet again have exclusive
news of the site that has the
underground tunnels and yet doesn't,
and also investigates ufo reports and
doesn't! The shudders are also about to
be felt in the corridors of the secret
societies for this article takes you under
the covers of both of these secret
worlds.
To fill you in on the background for
new readers. Rudloe Manor was first
brought to my attention after reading the
excellent book on UFO's by Timothy
Good entitled "Above Top Secret". In
this book Tim Good explores the
conspiracies behind ufology with a
British slant. One of his enquines led him
to investigate a place called Rudloe .·.
Manor. This turned out, amongst
other things, to be the headquarters
of Royal Airforce military po1ice in
the UK. The definition of the
duties of the military police
mean that if airstaff have
committed any internal
offences or has being found
doing illegal things (this
could mean a pilot actmg
irresponsibly in the way
he flies his aircraft).
they will be
investigated byRudloeManor.
Rudloe Manor is also the headquarters
for RAF intelligence which sounds
inoffensive at first but when you consider
that this puts Rudloe Manor on par with
United States CIA, NRO or NSA you
start to see why it is so interesting. Tim
Good's investigation led him to track
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down Rudloe Manor as being a centre
for investigation of UFO reports. In the
early days when the Manor enjoyed it's
full secrecy Tim started to rock the boat
by his undercover infiltration into the
sues activities. He turned up good leads
to say that the base did indeed look at
UFO reports, but he hit a major brick
wall when he tried to check his findings
through official channels. Visits to
Rudloe to have a look at the site resulted
in him being pounced on by covert
securitydersonnel who then took him
inside an grilled him on his activities.
These episodes brought forth an
interest by myself, being interested in all
things secret where there appears to be an
over the top element, whtch goes above
the interests of national security and
defence. I used to pass by the base on
trips to Wiltshire to do with my own
crop circle research and UFO spotting.
I decided to drive by and looK in one
day and was very surprised at what
happened.
I drove around the perimeter
of the base on public roads and
took a look at what was there.
I was surprised by bunker
structures covered by grass
that were near the main
road. I didn't take any
photo's and I didn't stop
in my car. I then
thought I would
drive out along
some far off country lanes to see if there
were nay more interesting facilities
nearby.
One country lane lead almost to a
dead end and I decided to park up. I then
noticed a car pass me, and I saw it slow
down slightly as it did so. This aroused
my interest but the car drove by. Then a
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military land rover with a blue police
light passed me a minute later and drove
off. Very soon after this a vehicle with
the words chimney sweep passed me and
I thought that it was ood to have this
much traffic on such an awkward and
dead end lane. I decided to follow the
vehicles at a very discreet distance, and
hid and held back at every turn. I wanted
to see if there was really anybody taking
an interest in me. I followed the vehicles
back to the main road and every single
one went back inside what I now know
to be Rudloe Manor site 1.
Subsequent visits proved what I
thought to be true. Tliere is a covert
vehicle fleet who shadow unfamiliar cars
in the area and re~ort back to the Manor.
These vehicles, ltke the chimney sweep
vehicle, make use of trade merchant signs
on the sides which appear to be
removable stickers. Thts help the
security force hide their presence.
Both Paul Damon my colleague and
myself started to wonder what these
people were hiding. Discreet enquiries
and tip off's from people in the know
revealed that there was an underground
town/ city underneath the Rudloe site
and the town has vast underground
connections to other sites across
Wiltshire in the Salisbury Plain area. A
vast 82 miles of tunnels.
I was starting to get interested, but
what clinched tlie story for me was the
fact that a lot of local people in Corsham
and Box that I questioned all came back
with the same information - that the
town was designed with a two specific
purposes in mind. One was to store
weapons and military supplies, for time
or emergency - the other being to rrovide
a large environment for the Roya family
and V.I.P.'s to shelter in time of war or
emergency.
I oid not like what I was hearing. A
town designed for the Royal Family and
V.I.P.'s to shelter? What about the rest of
us I thought. Were we to be left out in
the cold m such an emergency - did we
not matter. I then delved into the War
Plans which give specific details of the use
of such shelters - to enable politicians and
civil servants to have a power base and
control areas of the country with force
in order to gain power back for the ruling
class in a state of emergency. Under a
state of emergency, people can be forced
to perform any tasKs deemed necessary
by the leaders and the penalty for non
compliance would be punishment by way
of death.
What was I getting into? I started to
probe further ano discovered that Rudloe
Manor, with it's underground city, was
just one of many underground towns
that exist for the purpose of the
protection of self appomted V.I.P'.'s and
upper class people. As you can guess I did
not like what I was learning. This is
nothing to do with local government
bunkers for emergency planning.
Further investigations revealed that a

network of tunnels exists in many other
locations in the UK which serve to
network the needs of a very secret truth.
Some tunnels are there for Britain's secret
Nuclear arsenal, and for ferrying such
weapons around without having to resort
to roads and rail. Other bunkers are
command and control centres for times
of emergency, and then again we have
the bunkers for our upper class rulers to
have their second conung - to emerge in
the ashes of self created civil riots or
perhaps wars, which they have a part in
starting - to rule us again.
The whole issue smelled very highly
of a well designed conspiracy wliich
served to servtce the few and not the
many. Democracy to me says that people
are elected to serve the people. The
interests of the people are l:iest served by
the will of the people. What these people
have done is decioed in secret tliat the
best thing for us in the time of an
emergency is to control us for the
purpose of stopping anarchy and then to
build up a government for us in which
we can then once again be free. As I have
stated earlier the problem with this is
that, under a state of declared emergency
we can be used as slaves and forced to
work against our will, and killed if we
disobey or are found to have committed
even minor crimes. The process of justice
by trial and jury would be dispensed
with for a system of trial by judge - who
will decide on the spot if you are to live
or die - punishment to be carried out
immediately.
Hang on you are sa,ring - this cannot
be true. Thts couldn t happen in our
country could it? Oh yes it could, and it's
law. A secret law. Why is it secret because if we knew about it we would be
upset and demand it to be chan~ed. The
name of the law is "The War Plan , and it
is held in locked safes of every council
office and head of civil serv1ce office
around the country. This includes tax
offices - benefit offices and police station
headquarters, and other locations.
Only the heads of these organisations
knows of it's contents althougli they have
been hinted at in the past in very
controlled ways, though drama
erogrammes such as the BBC production
Threads. • One: The true facts about the
war plans would shock the average
person: That any assets that a person
owns become property of the state and
can be taken from you and used for the
benefit of the control organisation in
ways you have no recourse to ask about.
There is no democratic system built in to
the War Plans as it is a system of rule and
not of debate. Two: That the death
penalty is immediately reintroduced for
the purpose of punishment for all crimes
includirig the cnme of disobedience.
CONTROL

We have come a long way from
Rudloe Manor haven't we. I have now

taken you on a part of the journey I have
taken m uncovering the truth. It is not a
nice journey and it can make you a little
despondent to learn the truth about how
worthless you are seen to be in the eyes
of our ruling class. It is really an issue of
class that we see here. This is why the
issue of constitution is always so cleverly
shunned and scoffed at by the
government and royals when the subject
1s raised. They want you to think that
they can be trusted with power over
you, which allow them to subvert you
and create secret laws behind the scenes
which are supposedly in our best interests
-which we so obvwulsy know are not.
Constitutional rights are by the people
and for the people - this is not how our
system workS.
We who seek to tell the truth and
educate the public on these facts tread a
dangerous path because we go against the
gra1n. We are classed as subversive
because we try to change the hidden
tntths and bring them to your attention.
When you try to expose a secret you can
be dealt with in ways that smack exactly
of the kind of control measures that exist
in the secret War Plans and have little
regard for life or liberty.
Still my own bellef is that you do
have a right to know that you have been
duped, and your democrauc right will be
taken away from you in this way. If a
state of emergency was declared
tomorrow, the terrible truth would be all
around us and we would be looking at
each other thinking how did it happen,
how did we let it happen! There would be
no chance of change - we would need to
take up arms in order to fight for our
rights. We would have to rel:iel, and risk
death at the hands of the self appointed
rulers - and we would risk a lot m doing
so for they have the army, navy and
airforce at their disposal along witli their
communication network. How would we
stand a chance against this? The answer is
that we probably wouldn't. Still we
shouldn't lose hope.
So what do we do. We must get wise
to the facts now. We tell as many people
as we can and we change the rules before
this problem becomes a reality. We all
have a right to freedom to do what we
want, when we want, and not to be
forced into labour camps etc. I strongly
suggest you avail yourself of the facts
behmd the War Plans and soon.
The more I write this magazine and
am exrosed to the harsh realities, the
more become worried about the path
we are taking. Our apathy may leaa to
problems - we have all lost the urge to
contribute and police the democratic
system - we have let our rights be eroded
and we sit back and watch our systems
crumble around us. We must once again
be prepared to argue our rights and stand
up wliat appear to be dark forces which
control our lives...
MASONS
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We all know about secret societies such as the
masons and some of us who are clued up know
how these systems work. However we are
apathetic to these societies purposes, and this is
dangerous! I am now going to tell you exactly
how these societies work. I will try to take both
stand points of those inside the secret societies
and those outside.
A secret society exists for only one reason - to
better the interests and benefit those who join it's
ranks. There is no other reason. The joining of
such a society is to give away secrets which will
enrich your life. Every system of secret society is
based on a pyramid structure. This is known as
the pyramid of power. Those who know little at
the bottom and those who know much and have
power to wield at the top.
A pyramid has a wide base and this is it's
strength. The point at the top is where it's power
is said to be directed. A pyramid is after all a
structure which is designed to reach new heights,
but only for those at the top. A pyramid has no
limits on it's size as it's structure by definition
means that it can be stable at any stze provided
it's roots are firm all the way down. You could
build a pyramid the size of Everest and it would
not fall down ...
Our society is based on a pyramidical
structure. We have levels of class whtch act as the
levels of the pyramid and we have levels of
power. At the bottom of our pyramid we have
the lower class, who are sometimes referred to as
the working class. In the middle of the structure
of the societies pyramid you have the middle
class who control the workers but take their
order from the upper class. The upper class rule
the lot and draw from the stable oase of those
underneath. The whole pyramid relies on the
stability of those underneath being there for the
pyramtd to stand up. Stability must be enforced,
for if the masses rebelled the pyramid would
immediately crumble.
If one were to take away the working class or
the lower part of the pyramid it would crumble
and there would be anarchy; But anarchy does
not mean mayhem, but instead it means power
distribution through the masses - no leaders.
Now you see how cleverly people at the top have
changed the meaning of the word anarchy to
mean something near evil and make it sound like
a chaotic state of viooence and disorder. Would
this be the case?
Still the opposite of Fasicm is Communism but it is still a pyramid structure because the
people entrust tlieir lives to the place they take in
the pyramid and there are still rulers. Only the
select few rise up the pyramid and take their
place in the middle and upper class ranks. In
theory the middle and upper class ranks should
not exist in a communist state so the fact that
they do makes the communist state concept a
joke as we all know. Every society based on rule
has failed so far, is it time to try a state with no
rule- or as some would say "somebody would
just try to take over again!"
Our country wasn't the first to use the
pyramid structure. Pyramid thinking has been in
use in society since Babylonian times -where
people were clearly under rule. Secret societies
were created in these early times to control the
pyramids of power in the same way that they do
today. Very little has changed, they has tax
problems, transport problems just as we do. We

forget that really though the surroundings and
fixtures have changed quite a lot, we are sull the
same old human race acting in the same old
ways.
Also there have always been subversives who
try to undermine the pyramid. Sometimes they
have suceeded but sadly differences have led to
wars and this is somethmg that I think is wrong
and to be avoided. In most cases the corruptions
that go along with the ,P,yramid have been the
downfall of the pyramtd because the power at
the top became too corrupt or maniacal that the
people simply got wind and took away their
support and the pyramid fell. This is how simple
it 1s to make the system fail - to take away the
supJ?Ort of the people. Mind control and
mampulation keep the status quo today - but we
are facing times ahead where people will once
again rebel and make the system crumble. Even
Rome fell!
One problem I see facing us is that leader will
not give up their positions of pwoer easily.
Behind the scenes there are all sorts of weapons
which can be used against the people to make
them submit and reure away from a challenge.
These include subliminal control via TV, radio
and radio transmissions. Media coverage of
events is always with a slant to showing how
weak we all are (murder cases and violence). The
thrills of the Roman Gladiators (which were used
to subdue public opinion) now take the form of
trivialities such as the National Lottery and child
mentality game shows. How did this country
suddenly oecome a nation of gamblers - I ask
myself this regularly!
Still, as we sayf for the moment the pyran1id
is alive and we I. We are supposed to be
controlled by Kings and Queens but by virtue of
their not having enough ume or wilhng to rule
any more (perhaps bored of u),and
understanding the concept that the illusion of
democracy must be given for power to be
maintained in the later stages of civilised society,
have given over the powers to rule to
government. The upper classes are still treated to
free living and easy rules.
Now don't you for one minute get the idea
that government is there for you or I to control
or push - hey that would mean that we were at
the top of the pyramid. Nope we are ruled from
the top of the pyramid down. After all when did
you last check your bank account for the
millions of pounds you has there! You see the
illusion of democracy is everything and the
reason why most people are working class and
the Queen is one of the richest persons in the
world. It doesn't take a genius to work out that it
was designed to be this way.
Some people even defend the system. They
say tat they like their position at the bottom
being controlled and money doesn't matter to
them. These people sound as if they have been
brainwashed. The truth being that if all the assets
of this countries wealth were distributed we
could all live like royalty- but it isn't and thats
because the system is unfair. You and I have let it
get that way. Again some are just born into it but we all need to recognise where we are in the
structure of society and the way it works and
who it benefits.
Now of course, these reople at the top of the
pyramid know that i we learned of the
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"brothers" into the higher ranks. Again
the rewards are given out, which sul:idue
you and make you happy to conform.
The threats are rarely earned out and for
most people they work just fine as
threats. (Still eve1dence shows us that
some masonic threats have been carried
out on many occasions!)
In a way, this is a form of
brainwashing, and the rewards and
acceptance factor by such a large group
around you in the secret society makes
you think that you are cleared of your
sins. The chain goes on and further you
climb. You lose sight of where you
started and became a part of a system.
The reasons and ideals you first joined are
far behind you and have changed so
radicallt that you would not recognise
yoursel . The feeling of total power over
others is nurtured, and you are
encouraged to exercise your power in
order to get you used to abuse of liberties.
After all your liberties are being abused
all the time aswell.
The members are now so brainwashed
that they would have the gall to defend
their organisation on the basis of the
original doctrines that they joined under
knowing full well that they are not
practising what they preach.
Now it is a partly true fact that the
organisation called the Freemasons came
in to existence partly to pass on the
secrets of their trade to sons, and further
generations down the line. It certainly
wasn't the case when the society reemerged in the 1700's. By then the
original biblical stonemasons society had
disolved completely. The original
principals of the society were to ensure
wealtli and work for those in the family
of the stonemason. Secrets were to be
guarded so that nobody else could take
up work and earn in their profitable
profession. Obviously todays masons
have nothing to do with making things
out of stone, but instead tliey use
storytelling of a false history of masonry
instead of a religious sermon. There are
lots of dramatic parts to the ceremonies
which involve tlie initiate in a way that
excites his emotions and senses. This is a
classic form of brainwashing technique
and we have published in earlier issues
the ways these techniques are employed
(issue31.
Today the masons type of guarded
attitude towards a trade as being sacred
wouldn't go down well if somebody say
for instance wanted to be a stoneworking
mason, but couldn't join the group in
order to learn because of their family tree
not being correct. How about if I wanted
to be a computer programmer and was
refused enur at university because my
father wasn t in the University secret
society - I would be pretty "cheesed off".
Still the mentality I:Jehind the masons is
justified on this basic level because of the
brainwashing - they cannot see that to
exclude others from wealth and
knowledge is a form of selfishness, even

when their doctrines show they want
and end to greed! Thoughts and actions
seperated shows us that there is
brainwashing evident.

publicised in accordance with
Instructions from head lodge office that
~he masons should try to change their
rmage.

CHARITY

RELIGION

You can speak to any mason about
their being selfish and taking work from
others and what they will say: "we are a
charitable organisation and we do not use
our positions to gain power or favour."
Still they do pledge to look after one
another which takes the form of favours
and also getting in to positions of power
to exercise those favours.
So what of their charity. The mason's
claim to give a large proportion of their
yearly earnings to charity. Now there is
something very wrong with this
statement - there IS a word missing from
the sentence. The word is "their". Let me
re-state the point. The masons give
money to "tlieir" charities. This is far
nearer the truth.
[Now by definition their secret code says
and does one thing and yet they are saying
another. This makes them liars · but they
can't see that! Time after time we see
masonic corruption and there is much
evidence ofthis (manz book written etc · list
too long to mention}.
Every mason is ound to pay his dues.
This means that he pays a yearly sum
based on his earnings and standing in the
masons. The figures are VERY high
when you firstJ. oin but decrease as you
go up the lad er (sounds like a self
serving system to me)). So this means that
if you are prepared to pay your money
you are the right type of material - as it s
all part of the system of fitting in and
conforming to masons ways. In paying
dues the masons see it as a good
investment because they are securing a
future for their family via the benevolent
fund. If any mason finds himself in
trouble he is lent money from the fund,
likewise if any mason were to die, his
family would be taken care of and
children sent to school on benevolent
fund money. When a mason gets old, he
and his wife can go to one of the many
masonic retirement homes.
So what about this money which goes
to charity? Don't make me laugh, the
masons only give small amounts to
charities on a timetable basis in order to
gain favourable public representation.
These charitable events are always very
well publicised, of this you can be sure,
and they don't take place very often. As
stated earlier, leaked accounts from the
masons showed that 1% of their massive
earning go to charitable organisations.
Sometimes these organisations are also
fronts for masonic organisations or secret
sub groups anyhow. Again this has been
proven. So another white lie - a half
truth. These people know how to stretch
things don't they, for they know public
image is very much _{)art of the game!
This is why every chanty "give" is widely

Masons are very keen to recruit
people with an active religious
bacKground. Not only do they make
excellent candidates for manipulation 1
because the masonic mystery is basea
around a worship of god from a universal
angle, but these re1igious figures are
publicly visible, ana they give the
ImpressiOn that when they go to their
churches that they are upstanding
members of the community - and this
must mean the masons are good ... A little
known fact is that when you join t4e
masons you pact to disreg_ard all your
outside religious beliefs in favour of the
new religion of the masons - so by
definition you have betrayed your own
religion.
I do not mean to imply that you
cannot worship via two doctrines but
that rituals you are asked to complete by
the masons as part of your initiations
may well go against your beliefs. Some
secret societies use the ritual of spitting
on the cross as a rite of ceremony - and
they say this is not a act of hate against
the cross. You make up your own mind
on that one!
[Also a lot of the initiation rituals
involve ritual magic ceremony, which have
people blindfoldea making gestures which
can be read in both symbolistic
andcabbalistic (magical} ways! Whilst these
gestures are made, Latin verse is read out
and conjurations take place. Many religious
or,ganisations who have studied the rituals
oj masonry say that they are anti religious
and dark with elements that blaspeheme
other religions.]
Secret societies are also very keen to
enrol those people who are in societies
higher ranKs - those with power and
wealth. Power can mean your working
in a place where you directly control
other people or have the ability to affect
decisions which can affect people. These
jobs tend to be those of either political
nature, law enforcement or civil service
and of course managerial posts.
People with pleanty of money are
more tlian welcome because they wield
their own power. I don't have to explain
why they would want such people in the
secret society but it doesn't take long
before these people are being asked to go
against their oaths of service and
impartiality and personal morals, in
order to test total allegiance to the
brotherhoods to which they are aligned.
To say that this does not take place is
a rediculous nonsense. If the brotherhood
is above law - if the brotherhoods come
before family then they will and do
manipulate in these ways to gain and
control. So yet another he. This lie and
been proven time after time - and the
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corruption is seeping throughout every
part of our society. Books have been
written about masonic plots and
conspiracies and even Parliament has two
masonic lodges inside the Houses of
Commons. Many prime ministers have
been masons.
The masons argue that anybody is
capable of corruption, and it is not JUSt
they that should be accused. This is true,
there will always be corruption, but
corruption is usually the exception not
the norm. If you are asked to do
something that goes against laws or
morals and you belong to a secret society
- you do not refuse. In this way we can
say that if you were not aligned with a
secret society, then perhaps you would
not be so easy to corrupt.

llFE
So if the secret societies are intent on
makin& pyramids in their own
organisauon - and by definition they wish
to get on in life - they do so via power
and control. The power and control is
gained by those tliey enrol, and via the
ways they can push their members into
better positions of power, which help
both die person and the secret society. So
now you can see that infiltration is a
very fundamental part of the secret
SOCleties goal. With the infiltration
comes the abuse of power in a way which
serves the few and not the manr. This is
what the class system is al about.
Pyramids of power.
When one sees and accept that the
pyramid in our society exists - one must
also embrace the fact that it's has it's
control mechanisms to protect itself. The
secret societies are one of the pyramids in
built protection systems. If people are
the blocks that makes up the pyramid then secret societies are tlie substance that
tries to stop the blocks from popping out.
Perpetuation of a "classist" (pyramid)
society is the clearly the aim, and in
Britain we certainly have just that! USA
is also overrun by masons- so when the
Americans think they are in the land of
the free they can think again ... Look at
the dollar bill - it is one big masonic
statement which says- "We're here!"
Control mechanisms exist inside the
political system in the UK. The people
who carry out the checks are calfed
Whips. They keep the facade of politics
being fair going, by stopping the truth
getting out. Wliips guide the politicians
on their polietes. Woe betide the
politician who doesn't do what he is told!
Stil~, ~ho. controls the whips! Secret
soc1et1es In governemnt od course remember those two masonic lodges.
Where do the whips come from? No
more clues sorry!
We keep seeing taxes and excise duties
keep on gmng up when the politicans of
both sides always promise tax cuts. Are
they in on the plot together? Probably
because if they like it or not they are

controlled by the secret system which
exists in politics and were told what
policies to put forward by higher
anonymous sources. So don't think Tor a
minute that if the other political party
were in that it would be any different.
Tony Blair is a high ranking Freemason
so you work it out! (and you heard it
from me and a masonic mole! Notice also
how Blair is a big church man. The cover
works well doesn't it.) Overseas famous
secret society members include George
Bush (33rd degree) and Bill Clinton ...
The judictal system is also ruled by
the secret socieues. In addition to the
masons and other organisations being
involved the judges have some very
strange secret societies of their own that
only they can get into. These answer to
some very higb ranking secret society
officials - nameless faceless people who
wield much power. These fringe super
secret socieues which are not airectly
freemasonic gets around the males
membership only rules - women judges
havingbeen allowed in for a few years
now. This allows control of all sides in
our new non sexist world. So don't get
called to court if you have been doing the
work of a Truthseeker! (They might
bring back the death sentence...)
Members of secret societies are also
famous for saying that they are nothing
more than a good~buddy club that does a
lot of drinking. This may be true outside
the lodge but as we know, but we now
know exactly what the secret societies are
up to so these sort of "put offs" don't
work anymore. Secret societies lie by
nature - It is in their interest to do so.
One lie is as good as another in my book.
Secret Societies also say that tliey only
mimic the normal order of society in so
much as if you knew somebody well you
would give them a job. They argue that
their secret society connections mean that
they know the people are of good calibre
and this is why they would show a
preference. The arguments fails quickly
when you realise tliat your secret society
connections can get you a job even out of
your locality, and even if your are an
absolute numbskull! Your connections
guarantee you a job wherever or
whatever you are- which help keep the
rich rich and the poor poor. This is they
way they want it - thinK one, think twice,
think pyramid!
Oh yes, and the part about members
being good calibre. Well many convicted
crimmals are masons and they quite often
use the masonry to protect therr criminal
activities. No you say. Ok, there was a
case in the 1970's whereby Soctland Yard
turned a blind eye to all crimes in
London for fee's. Scotland Yard has been
proved to be a masons only club. This
was taken to court and proved ina big
expose and the facts are there for all to
see. Still how quickly we forget, and these
things are conveniently swept under the
carpet. Keep people in the dark and you
can get away witli anything.

So now you have the idea about what
the secret societies represent and their
goals and their shortfalls. I think that
they are a negative part of our society
that we could well do without. To outlaw
secret societies such as the masons would
be the first step to regaining control of
our country - but to only way to regain
proper control would be by a total
overthrow of the system. If we were to
start a civil war against authority then in
comes the war plan - they would point
the guns at us ana enslave the rest.
How powerful are these secret
societies ... Well figures and modest
estimates put the membership of the
masons at a cool 1 million people in the
UK. As the UK population is 65 million
and out of that lets say 20 million are
male and eligible age - that means that
means a 1 in 20 ratio of such eligible
males are masons. In the US the figures
are around 3million but America is a lot
bigger and is trying to quickly up it's
control. This is why America is still fairly
free but sinking fast.
There are approximately 4.8 million
Freemasons in regular lodges scattered
around the world. Many notable men in
history have been Freemasons, including
Benjamin Franklin, Mozart, Henry Ford,
Rudyard Kipling, Douglas MacArthur, Will
Rogers, and George Washintton and a
number of other presidents oj the United
States. -Groliers Encyclopedia reference
[Groliers has unaerestimated the
figures .. .]
I thmk they have it all sewn up, still
not too late to change. So next time
somebody gets their promotion infront
of you and you start to hear the excuses,
next time you see somebody getting
business infront of your better oid offers Maybe it's just chance, or you aren't
connected well enough ...
We have a very complicated situation
that exists - and how can we ever start to
correct the shortfall in the pyramid and
get our own house in order. After all if
we want to do things to help ourselves
these institutions must fall, but I can't see
an easy way out. This is yet another
reason I think that governments will not
give out information regarding UFO's.
UFO's represent a form of unity in the
collective unconcious of the people.
People put hopes and dreams and
aspirations of the aliens giving us new
understanding and offering gifts of free
energy etc. What government who's
whole ideology is based on control would
want to lose that control to ideas and
doctrines of a higher civilised society?

J~le~s~~naufh~

worries of those
high up in power.
Now you
understand the
playing field we
will show the
secrets of the
masons.
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Holes in the
ground and
stran_ge poles
stickmg out?
Air breathers?

Another air
breather shaft.

Truck parked
will easily fit
in the elevator
shaft (double
arrow).

Note how
many cars are
parked in the
security elevator
area. It is Sunday
The alleged depth of the tunnels is 120ft. I would imagine their being much deeper tunnels than
this for security reasons - nuclear blasts etc. After all this is a weapons storage facility as well.
The facility is JOined to RNAD Copenacre on the A4 road -look on a map to see the scale!

ABOVE: Whole of Rudloe Site 2 south of the dividing line. Building with arrow is the CDCN
(Command of the Defence Comunication Network, and goes underground also. Structure with
double arrow is an air breather shaft. Now you can stan to get an idea of the scale of the tunnels.

Photos
(C) 1995
M.Williams
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shallsetyoufree 1995

Blnnlngham, Spiritual Mind & Body Festival • 01663 747477
Amersham Common Village Hall, Bucks • tickets from Globalperfect,
Hill Avenue, Amersham, 01494 434733
Woklng, Surrey • 0181 330 571 0
Coventry, Annual Past Life & Reincarnation Conference • 01 706 525521
Wllmslow, Cheshire • 01928 790824
Leeds, Positive Living Group • 011 326 5581 0
Wakefield, Un~y House • tickets from I. Grundy, Newsagents,
01924 367078 • or Joanna 01924 251689

Sun 1
Wkshps
Fri 6- Sun 8 Wknd wkshp
Fri 13
Eve talk
Sat14
Sat 21
Mon 23
rues 24
Wed 25

As a l e:-~ dm g book ed iw r in the
U n11 ed Su tes s:ud afi e r reJd m g

lc ke\ m:-tnuscnpc: "It is dWiwlt
w put i11to u•onls tl1e excitement
I .feel a/Jcmt tllis. It is a boak
that I J, ,we bceu waitillj! ttJ see
Jin tJ lllf1g, loug time . I knew it
would wm e ami 111111' it is lrert'.
l mu pra cticatlJ• tJverwlleluwl
bJ• t/J e sense of urgcuq I .feel
iu .~l'ltiu.t: tllis bocJk to JU.t' SS
illl1l iuto distribution ''.

' OCTOBER

Abergavenny, South Wales • 01432 341004

by David Icke ...

Day wkshp
Day wkshp
Eve wkshp
Eve wkshp
Eve talk
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~:ve nt s
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Norwich, Heal The World Festival • 0 1603 70733 1
Swansea, Swansea University • 0 t792 29528
Cardiff, The Powerhouse, Roundwood, Llanedeyrn • 01633 874983
Devon, Grimstone Manor • 01822 854358
Totnes, Civic Hall, Devon • tickets from Totnes Heallh Food Store,
35 High Street, 01803 864 363 • or Tourist In/ormation Office,
The Plains, 01803 863168
Plymouth, tbc - for details phone 01223 504746
Cornwall New Age Exhibition, Ponsmere Hotel,
Perranporth • 01637 870024
Croydon, for further details call Alice on 0181 653 7993

Fri 3-Sat4
Tues 7
Wed8
Fri 17- Mon 20
Wed 22

Wkshps + lalks
Eve talk
Eve wkshp
Wknd wkshp
Eve talk

Thurs 23
Sat 25Man 27
Thurs 30

Eve wkshp
Wkshps + talks

Otll Lh JJd rt:ll . fe:nJe~'> ] )', he
lllis the vei l on ;I n

.tSWIHSh m g weh o f
11\(t'l"(OI\ IIL'Cl t'l l
llUtllp UI.i UOII

0 1 ~ . l ni s:\lJn ns

Eve wkshp

(0

reVr.::l]

tlut tht' s.Jil le fi:w
pt'opk ,m d
co nnn l

the: d:1ily tilreu in n o f
n ur lt ws . T hey
cngint'er the w;J rs,
v1olen t rcvolu !io ns,
te rt ori'if ourr:tgc:~ :m d
po Jiric .1J ;JSS.ISi l l:l UOil'i;
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Peterborough, John Clare Theatre, Central Library • tickets from
Way Ahead Box Office, Westgate Arcade, 01 733 60075
Warwick, 118 Coventry Road • 01726 491148
Southampton, tickets from Stellar Gateway, Carlton Place, 01 703 336895
Brighton, Sallis Benney Theatre, Grand Parade • 01 273 709709
Portsmouth, Temple of Spiritualism, Southsea • 01 705 862792
Rayleigh, Essex, tbc - for details phone 01 702 436379
Highgate, Positive Living Group • 0181 341 2561

Fri I

Eve talk

Sat 2
Thurs 7
Fri 8
Sat9
Fri 15
Sat16

Day wkshp
Eve /alk
Eve talk
Eve talk
Eve talk
Day wkshp
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Know the Truth... and the Truth shall set vou free.

A

massive campaign of ridi cule could not silence

David lc l<e Bool<s

Dav id lcke and neither w ill the present
can1paign of coordinated condemnatio n. 13ut

he needs yo ur help to netwo rk and distribute' this book.

The Robots' Rebellion· £8.95 • Gdteway
The fast*selling and acclaimed expo~ of who controls the world and why
the spiritual knowledge Is suppressed. A devastating dismantaling of the
daims and myths of religion and science and a guide to this time of
awakening as the robots rebel. Sold Its first print run In weeks and went
through two more reprints in Its first year.

A pu blisher with th e courage to publish this infOrmatio n
could no t b e fOund in th e timescale necessary and D avid

has published the book himself There arc likely to be
et10 rts to stop its distributio n. h w ill no t be ava il;1 ble in
lll;lny sho ps in the sho rt term, at least. Th is book has to

The Robots' Rebellion VIdeo · i 10 • David /eke

be netwo rked by the people, fo r the peo ple, outside the

The two-hour talk by David on spiritual and conspiracy

no rm al channels, to m ake ava ilable inform;ltion w hi ch

issues to an audience at the Neptune Theatre,

th o'ie in power wish to renu in hidden.

Liverpool. An excellent way to Introduce your

family and friends to this lnfonnatlon.

The b ook of som e 500 pages costs £10.95 (U K postage and packin g FR EE)
and is available from :

Bridge of Love Publications, PO Box 30, Ryde, Isle of Wight P033 2NJ
Fo r o rd ers of fi ve books or mo re, there is a 10% discount .
Do yo u o w n o r kn ow of a booksho p th at is willing to stoc k th e book? c ~m yo u network

ofti c i :~ llaun c h

disp:~tc h

In the Ught of Experience • 16.99 · Warner
His autobiography which details the astonishing
events of his life and the wealth of psychic
information he has received. It Includes
astrological readings of his life.

o n the 14th September.

dare is th e 27d1 Sepremher.

1-"tlr tour dftai ls, pleosc write to tfw ab!ll't' addrc•ss mdtlSill,\!
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H ow di d yo u fi rst he:-t r ah n ut this boo k .. .

J'eleph o ne nu mber..

This book covers environmental topics such as:
farming and fi:xxt polides, economic growth,
energy issues, health and education, the
JX>pulation explosion, defence and armaments,
land ownership and our relationship with the Third
World . It is an up-beat book, full of proposals for a
safe and sustainable future.

Heal the World · 14.95 · Gdreway
A what-we-can-do guide to persooa.l and
planetary transformation. Heal oursetves and we
heal the world.

r----------------------------------------------------------~-----,
Pleasr PRINT I

I

A bi-annuaJ update from David and lliends
including articles, letters and current information
aim of the Newsletter Is to put people In toud1
with each other - all literal}' contributlons
welcome!

This is a book that people need to read if the manipulation of the
human race is to be brought to an end. Please tell your friends and help us
to make it available to as many people as possible.

T he

It Doesn't Hoilve To Be Ukc This • .£4.99 •
Green Print

on events taking place around the country. The

th e book? If so please contact David at the above address. Non nal trade rates apply.

The book w ill be availabk fo r adva nce o rd er

David lcke Network - Newsletter ·
5.5.50 per year (5.4 concessions)

l
J
I

!

Doilys of Decision • .£5.99 •
jon Carpencer Publishing
A read -it-in-two-hours summary of the themes
behind David Ickes view of life and the present
transformation of Planet Earth.
Doilys of Decision: The Speech · .£6.95 •
An audio cassette.
The Truth Vlbr.utons • 14.99 ·Gateway

avid Is consranr~ trdve/1/ng around Britain spe-.iklng
to audiences about the awakening and how our
minds and lives Me being IT1dn/pulared d.ay by ddy
without us realising It Is ~en happening. This
combinaNon of the spirltu.:tl .and the streerwlse Is proving
arremely popul.ar .md effecttve In encouragfng evetyOne
to be who !hey are, to regain control of rhelr lives c1nd to
t.ip into their own lnlinite potential.
lf.you 'o'tlf)u/d like to host d d.ay or ~enln,g evenr for

D

